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AN INTRODUCTION fro AID ANALYSIS
Foreign aid, since its comparatively recent inception,
continually has been the subject of polemics. 'I'hough volumes have
been written concerning its rationale, implementation, burden,
impact, etc., only recently, vii th t.he concept of grants economics,
have assessments of economic aid on a quantitative subsidy basis been
possible. 'I'h ese pioneering efforts have led the way tovard a clearer
understanding of foreign aid by identifying the real transfers involved.
The ob,ject of the following analysis is to ferret out the grant
component of official United States economic aid to less-developed
countries from 1953 to 1969. 'I'heUnited States is chosen due to
availability of data and because U.S. aid historically has contributed
over fifty percent of net global foreign aid. Economic aid is defined
as "all floVls to less-developed countries and multilateral institutions
provided by governmental agencies, "I which meet the t.vo f'oLl.owf.ngtests:
a. their prime objective is to promote economic Vlelfare
and development in less-developed countries; and
b. their financial terms are intended to be concessionel.
10.E.C.D., nesources for the Developing viorlc1,Paris, 1970,
p. 323.
2SEC'I'IONII
'l'HEMODEL OF GHANTS ECONOMICS
"Grants economics identifies the bilateral exchange versus
the unilateral transfer components in the varying admixture of market
" it' .t tila no nonmar ke t econom c ac 1 Vl y. A grant is an outright gift for
which no repayment or favor is expected. Certain portions of U.S. aid
are one hundred percent grant (e.g., Peace Corps expenditures, con-
tributions to multinational organizations, surplus food donations,
etc.). In addition, portions of development and Eximbank2 loans, due
to their varying concessionary terms, are conventionally labeled grants.
A loan, hovever , at or above the prevailing market rate of Lrrt erest
and v ithout concessions in repayment terms contains zero, or occasionally
negative, percent grant. As the loan terms "soften" from this point,
Concessionary Factors
the proportion of grant increases, approaching one hundred per cerrt., 3
The analysis of the grant equivalent embodied in foreign
economic aid loans is the crux of this research. At the outset the
lJanos Horvath, "On the Evaluation of International Grants
Polley," Public Finance, No.2, 1971, (forthcoming).
2Export-Import Bank of the Unlted States.
3But never reaching it as long as repayment of some kind,
regardless of how concessional ("soft"), Ls due.
3contract terms to be considered are interest rates, years of Ilk']. turity
and moratorium (grace) periods. The basic formula proposed for the
4-anaIys i s Has published by Professor Ohlin in 1966 and recently expanded
by Professor Horvath.5 This formula calculates the discounted present
value of the loan principal and interest repayments. These repayments
are deducted from the face value of the loan, resulting in the grant
equivalent. The p;rantequivalent can be considered to be the resources
sacrif:iced by the donor country because of its aid loan at compara-
tively "sof't." terms as opposed to the return ,·,hichcould be earned if
invested domestically. During the fSraceyears, only interest is repaid.
Interest and princiy~l repayments are made during the remainder of the
Loan (the interest during the fSraceand nongr-a ce years may differ).
(,Professor Ohlin') presents the grace years interest repayments as:
(1)
and the nongrace years principal and interest repayments as:
[
L. t-GJT-G + IT L (1 - T- G-) e-
dT dt =
-dG -dTe - e
d (rr - G)
( 2)
4Goran Ohlin, Foreign Aid Policies ReconsideFed. O.E.C.D.,
Paris, 1966, pp. lOl-lO~.




L face value of loan
P present value
iG interest during grace years
iT interest during nongrace years
d comparative rate of discount (opportunity cost)
'1' maturity of loan (in years)
t individual years wLthin the loan maturity
G grace period (in years)
e base of natural logarithm, 2.718
The grant ratio, g, is given as:
g=




' L (1 _ e-dG)+ iTd Le-dG+ (1 _ iT ) e -e J (L.)
g= __~=-~ ~~ ~d~· (~l(~'[~l-~G~)__ ~J
L
wh lch reduces to,
[
iG -dG i,['
g- 1- __ (l-e )+-- d d
-ac
e +
L -dG -d,[' Q'r e -8
(1- ~).( d(T-G))
For example, a loan whLch has a 10-year grace period at 2% interest
and a total maturity of 40 years at 3% interest (the 3% interest is
applied to the last 30 years of the loan) and using a comparaci.ve
discount rate (d) of 10% gives,
[
.02(1_ -(.1)10) .03
g = 1- .10 e + .10
= 1. - [
1 1 -1 _L~ J?(I -) 3 - (1 ) (e -6_ •.~, -e +. e + -. 3 • '--3--)
[ .2(1-0.367879) + .3(0.367879) + .7(0.367g793o.0183.~.?)J
[O.l2642L~ + 0.110363 + 0.08156l;J




The discount rate of lO(~is utilized throughout the following
analysis and represents the rate of return private inv0stors evant to
earn in developing countries. 7 This rate also 1.S used in Orrr,anization
for Economic Cooperation and Developrn.ent (O.E.C.D.) ca.Lcul.a td ons and ,
therefore, ,vill provide a comparison ba si s ,
Tradinf'; Factors
To account for three additional factors \.7hich are inherent
in grant ratio analysis. Professor Horvath8 includes the follo'Wing
trading factors: (1) f';l--tied aid; (2) g2--1oans repayable in local
currency; and (3) g3--surplus commodities.
1. The tying of aid to purchases in the donor country tends
to reduce the a i.d value to the recipient. This results if the prices
p.-'1idfor equipment or commodities in the donor country are higher
.------------. __------------ ------------
7John Pincus. "The Cost of Foreign Aid," Revie"r of Economics----·----'-'---r--
and Statistics, November, 1963, p. 361. Dr. Pincus also uses 5;1, and
5-374r{G -to approximr:1te the domestic opportunity cost and the ',t]or1dBank
lending rate, respectively. (If the U.S. Treasury bor-rowing rate wer-e
utilized, the grant component woul.d reflect the cost of foreign aid
loans to the United States government. Due to periodic fluctuations
in the discount rate. this latter procedure Ttlouldresult in varying
grant ratios for similar loan t.erms, )
8Horvath, .££!_ ..£?-t.
6than wor Ld market prices, or if such equipment is designed inappro-
priately for the recipient's economy.9 Because the recipient country
cannot import commodities from the cheapest source, this extra cost
clearly reduces the grant element of transfers.10 This computation
can be done 1,lith the folloving general formula:
P
'v1 - PU.S.P x percent of aid tied
v
where,
P the price index on the vorld market
"\1
U S
. . d 11P the.,. prlce In ex
U.S.
Tied aid is, in a sense, a "negative grant" which is acceptable
to recipient countrles as "tied aid is better than no aid.,,12 There
are cases whe re the direct costs alone offset the concessionary value
of the loan terms. '1'heU.S. initiated tied aid to reduce balance of
payments deficits. In 1958, ,{lhenforeign aid-financed materials
(except for Eximbank loans) could be purchased anywher-e in the free
wor-Ld 'vlhereverthe price vIas 10Vlest, less than half of U.S. aid dollars
ve.re spent in American markets. Restrictions on such expenditures in
9For a more complete discussion of the ramifications of aidtying, see I.M.D. Little and J.M. Clifford, International Aid: A
Discussion of the Flo\'1of Public Resources from Rich to Poor Countries
Chap. VII Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co., 1966 •
10The U.N. Conference on Trade and Development Secretariat has
estimated that the reduction in the value of a loan due to tying is
at least 10 to 20 percent.
IlFor the tied aid trading factor index calculation, see
Appendix B, 'I'abLe 1, p. 137.
120hlin, op. cit., p. 94.
-------~
7foreign markets we re imposed in late 1959. The balance of'payments
gain from tied aid, hovever, is less than the face value of the aid
because, even if aid vere offered untied, it is likely that the U.S.
wou.Ld sell at least a f'ew commodities. The true U.S. gain is the
dif'ference betlleen the exports resulting from tied aid and those exports
attributable to an equivalent amount of untied aid.13 Forty percent
of U.S. aid-financed, domestically purchased commodities is assumed
to be attributable to equivalent amounts of aid, had it been offered
on an untied basis. 1'11ispercentage is a conservative assumption
used because, in 1959, before aid-tying restrictions vere initiated,
and in the follovring t.wo years, when a "backlash" is apparent, the
percents of U.S. aid-financed commodities purchased domestically are
lI7.41~0, ll1.00:', and }+[1.17%,respectively. 'I'iedaid is defined as
development loans under tying restrictions and all Eximbank loans.lit
2. Loan repayment terms may be offered in local currency.
Since restrictions prevent the conversion of this currency to U.S.
dollars (or any other currency), repayments eventually return to the
recipient country. Specifically, the U.S. retains part of the
proceeds for its own uses "r1thin the recipient country (e. g. ,payment
of embassy personnel) and returns the remainder in the form of loans
and grants. The O.E.C.D. treats local currency loans as grant-likc-
13See :ClimalJalan, "Gains to Donor Countries from Tied Aid,"
Finance and Development, September, 1969, pp. 1[1-18.
litsurplus agricultural commodities sold under Public Lav 4[30
are a form of tied aid, but as the data obtained is in export values,
they are not subject to the tied aid fonnula.
8f Lows vhich is technically inaccurate. Dr. Pincus
15
has estimated
them as 80 percent grant and 20 percent loan. To identify precisely
the Pincus estimate, local currency loans are analyzed by the f'oLl.ow-
ing procedure:
Initially they are submitted to the grant ratio formula
described above. From the exchange equivalent (the grant equivalent
complement) the funds designated for U.S.-use are deducted. The
remaining exchange equivalent then is treated as t'o.lLows: (a) the
portion designated for grants is valued as 100%grant, and (b) the
loan portion is submitted to the grant ratio formula a second time.
16
'I'he second exchange equivalent is subject to one final manipulation
(the g2 factor). 'l'hese funds are blocked except for U.S. -use in the
recipient country. "1'he trick is to value the blocked local currency at
its true worth to the donor country by use of wha t is called a "shadow"
rate of exchange, as opposed to the nominal rate; in other words, the
rate at vhLch the donor would be vTilling to buy the blocked balances. 1117
The calculation of this "shadovTexchange rate" index is presented in
Appendix B, page 136. '1'he index is multiplied by the percent of total
aid the blocked local currency loans represent. 'I'he product reflects
the official (higher) exchange rate versUs the market rate and, there-
15pincus, op. cit., p. 362.
16For the local currency loan grant ratio calculat:ions, see
the yearly Trading Factor and Local Currency Grant Eatio Calculations
tables in Appendix A.
17Charles P. Kindleberger, PmJer and Honey: 'l'he Politics of
International Economies and the Economies of International Politics
NewYork: Basic Books, 1970 , p. 135·
9fore, indicates an additional grant component. Due to occasional
currency depreciation, the g2 trading factor is raised 15.4 per-
cent.18 The factor is raised an additional 50 percent due to waivers
19on installments and interest.
In the 1950's and early 60's, local currency loans comprised
the maJor portion of U.S. development loans and, in 1962, \lere
rapidly converted to dollar loans. Since 1967, virtually all develop-
ment loans we re on dollar repayment terns. 20
~. For the third trading factor, Professor Horvath21 provides
a generalized formula to reduce the domestic, government supported
price of sur pl.us agricultural commodities to export market values.
However, as the agricultural aid data was obtained in teTIDS of export
2-)
market values,22 the third trading factor formula is not required. J
18U•S• Department of Agriculture) P.L. Li80 Concessional Sales,
Economic Hesearch Service, Foreign Agricultural Economic Heport No. 65,
September, 1970, p , 36. From 1956 to 1969, of i~5.2 billion lent, the
purchasing powe r depreciated by ~pO.8 bUlion. The local currency
development loans are assumed to be r educed by approximately the aame
percentage.
19Horvath, OP. cit.
20In some cases, the borrOVler car:be a public agency or a
private enterprise Hithin the recipient country. 'I'heloan then may
involve repayment by the non-govermnental borrower to the recipient
country govermllent in local currency , 'Iherecipient gover-nmcrrt, in
turn, repays the Agency for International Development in dollars.
These loans are termed t'\lO-steploans.
21Uorvath, op. cit.
22p•L• 480 Concessional Sales, op. cit., p. 7.
2"·)D1'. Pincus, op. cit., p. 363, analyzed surplus agricultural
commodity aid vlith three methods: (1) valued at U.S. prices, (2)
valued at export market prices, and (3) valued at world mar-ket.prices
using estimates of elasticity of'demand for U.S. exports.
10
From the preceding discussion of'the grant ratio, the com-
prehensive grant ratio formula is presented,
g'
iG -dG iT
1 _[-"d (1 - e ) + d
-dG -dT
(e d ( T~G ) )J + gl + g2
-dG I'l'
e + (1 - -d-)
vrhere,
g' the comprehensive grant ratio
iG the interest rate during the grace period
i'l' the interest rate during the nongrace period
d the comparative rate of discount (10;6)
e the base of the natural logarithm, 2.718
G the grace period
'l' maturity of the loan
g tied aid trading factor
1
g local currency loans trading factor
2
stated verbally, the comprehensive grant ratio measures initially the
loan terms (the interest rate both during grace and nongrace years,
the comparative rate of'discount, the length of repayment, and the
Brace period) plus incorporates two trading factor adjustments (tied
a ld 1 lIt ..) 21+ane oca currency repaymen prOVlS1.0nS •
2LtFor a thorough mathematical discussion of additional factors
and ref'inements to the comprehensive grant ratio formula, see Janos
Horvath and Donald P. Minassian, "A Mathematical Exposition of Inter-
national Grants," Mimeographed, 1970.
11
A Note on the Grant Ratio Base
The grant ratio concept has been discussed and analyzed con-
cerning the cost of aid to the donor country and the benefit of such
aid to the recipient country. 'I'hegrant ratio inherent in an aid t'Low ,
however, may differ from either. For example, an aid f'Low consisting
of a Public Law 1t80 (P. L. 480) dollar sale conta ins the f'olLovf.ng
grant element considerations:
a , 'I'he aid cost to the U.S. is valued at domestic prices and ,
therefore, must be reduced to ,wrld market rates, thus reducing the
grant ratio. Also, the surplus goods sold "vlerenot produced for the
aid program originally, but constituted a part of the D.S. exchange
economy during initial economic transactions. Their cost to the
government necessarily would be affected. If the surplus cormnodities
merely "ere being stored, giving them away to save storage costs might
be economically advantageouS (the prospect of domestic usage being
quite dim), resulting in a grant ratio of zero.
b. From a benefit-to-the-recipient standpoint, the surplus
commodities could be valued in the local economy, thus reducing, or
possibly increasing, the grant ratio. A decrease also may occur if
the recipient is not able to utilize the surplus cormnodities in an
efficient manner. In addition, the cormnodities could upse-t the
balance of the recipient economy's agricultural price structure,
creating a negative trading factor effect.
c. Finally, the contract terms of repayment analyzed by the
grant ratiO formula (discounted at a chosen rate) could result in a
different figure.
12
'1'0 summarize, the Ifpurelf grant ratio, calculated on a contract
terms basis, may be equivalent to the ratio based on the donor's
cost or the recipient's benefit. In certain cases, however, the "pure"
grant ratio may vary from either. This is an important fact to bear






The period covered in this grant analysis in 1953 through
1969. The post Horld Har II years through 1952 arc considered the
Marshall Plan era when the ma,jori ty of aid was directed t.ovard
Eur-opean countries in a recovery effort. 1953 was selected as the
first year aid 1;18S extended primarily on a vor Ld-w.lde basis. Direct
military aid, by definition, is excluded from the scope of research.
Program Bvolution
From 191fBto 1952, the Economic Cooperation Administration
(E.C.A.) administered U.S. foreign aid. The Iviutual Security Act \las
passed in 1951 and reported on aid t r-anaact.Lons through 1953. 'I'hc
Foreign Operations Administration (F.O.A.) was the official agency
from 1953 to 1955. At that time, the International Cooperation
Administration (I.C.A.) was organized and operated until 1961. '['he
Development Loan Fund 1,18S established and operated concurrently from
1957 to 1961. In 1961, all predecessor ageney functions ,Jere t.akcn
over by the present Agency for International Development (Ii.LV. ).
Public Law LIBO, the Agricultural 'l'rade Development and Assistance Act,
"\18S passed in 195)1, and administered surplus agricultural commodities
under the Food for Freedom program. 'I'he Peace: CO.r'}X3 vas created in
1961 and the Export-Import Bank has existed since 19311. Thr-ough the
above .<u:';enciesthe U.S. has contributed annually 55 to 60 percent of
11 r ~ ~ D /0 . r 1 'da U.L..J. v ..... 1 .J~. ~"'. 8l.
Aid Channels
U.S. aid is administered through four channels: the Agency for
International Development, the Peace Corps, the Export-Import Eank,
and the P.L. L~80 profr,ram. Each aid f'Lowis presented briefly.
Age~cy for International Development
A.I.D. administers funds under the follo"nng categories:
a. Development Loans--Loans are offered in both dollar and
local currency. They are authorized at similar terms on the basis of
project, program and sector loans. Dollar repayable loa.ns are sub-
mitted to the grant ratio formula for analysis, wh.i.Lelocal currency
loans are treated by the procedure described on page 8.
b. Supporting Assistance--The majority of this aid is valued
as 100;'~grant, but does include some Loans; Supporting assistance
is designed to help overcome economic or political instability whether-
internal or external, and ~~y include project technical assistance.
This aid primarily is granted to countries engaged in a major defense
effort and, in the 1950's, VIas termed Defense Support. Approximately
10 percent of supporting assistance is termed counterpart funds.2
This portion, designated for U.S.-use in the recipient country,
lorganization for Economic Cooperation and Development/Develop-
ment Assistance Committee. Nembers are: Australia, Austria. Belgium,
Canada, Denmark, France,iI. Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands,
Norway, Por-t.ugaL,Sweden, Si>ntzerland, the United Kingdom, and the
United sta tes.
2Counterpart funds are the local currency proceeds of foreifmaid.
For more information. see Alexis E. Lachman, The Local Currency Proceeds
of Foreign Aid, O.E.C.D., Paris, 1968, pp. 1-7.
15
constitutes an exchange element and is deducted from the supporting
assistance categories in the Appendix A grant ratio calculations.
c. Technical Cooperation (also termed Technical Assistance)--
Tnis type of aid is considered 100 percent grant and consists of
(1) students, trainees, experts, and volunteers in foreign countries ,
(2) the supply of equipment for research or training, and (3) the
support of educational programs. 'The Peace Corps is considered a
special form of technical assistance.
d. Multinational Assistance--'l\ro types of aid are covered by
this category: (1) contributions to the development effort of the
U.N. and its associate organizations, and (2) capital subscriptions to
multilateral financial institutions. 'I'hese funds are treated as full
e. Contingency Fund--rrhese funds are reserved for emergency
situations resulting from economic or political crises. 'I'heyalso are
treated as full grants.
f. Administrative Expenses--These appropriations, considered
part of the cost of assistance, are treated as full grants.
The Peace Corps
See (c) Technical Cooperation above.
Export-Import BanI\:
This institution, to promote U.S. domestic exports, is not
financed by the Federal budget. Although Eximbank has the possibility
of borrowing from the U.S. Treasury, its resources are obtained through
loan repayments.
Eximbank is in a sense tvlO institutions: one issues Lns urance
16
and guarantees, and the other aut.horLz ed var i ous types of loans. The
forrnC'rtransactions are not considered foreign aid. 'I'helatter consists
of (a) long term loans, (b) cmmnodity credits, (c) exporter credits,
(d) special foreign trade (emergency) credits, and (e) discount credits,
all of wh i ch are treated in the f'ol.Lowf.ngmannE:r :
a. Long Term Loans--1'he loan terms are analyzed by the grant
ratio formula, as U.[~. capital equipment and defense support articles
and services are financed by these funds.
b. Commodity Credits--1'hese funds are not considered aid as
they primarily are designated for the exportation of ray! cotton at
terms of t.veLve months or less, and, therefore, constitute an exchange
transaction.
c. Exporter Credits--These loans are available to U.S. export
firms to finance commodity shipments. The loan terms, wh lch are
analyzed by the grant ratio formula, are generally "harder" than the
long term loans (see (a) above).
d. Emergency Credi ts--1'hese credits are not considered aid as
they primarily are used for military purposes 01' for stabilizing local
currency crises. Credits for the latter are usually canceled without
being utilized.
e. Discount Credits--Initiated in 1966, these credits are
lent to commercial U.S. banks against their holding of export debt
obligations to make export financing more attractive. 'I'hese loans are
not treated as aid and are at or near private interest rates.
In eumrnary, Eximbank aid appropriations consist of long term
loans and exporter credits and are treated as loans. Howeve r , some
conflict of definition does arise; for example, Mexico does not
17
?
consider any Exf.mbank transactions as foreign aid •.J
Food for Peace
In 1954, P.L. 480 initiated three aid categories: Title I
(sales for local currencies), Title II (donations for emergency
relief and economic assistance), and Title III (donations to U.S.
voluntary agencies). Title IV (sales for dollars) was introduced
in 1959. In 1966, the earlier programs we re replaced by P, L. 808
(the Food for Peace Act) wh l.ch provided t.wo categories: 'I'Lt.Le I
(sales for dollars and local currencies) and 'I'itle II (donations).
The program still is referred to as P.L. 480 in spite of the legislative
change. Barter also is included and consists of the exchange of agri-
cultural cormnodities for (1) materials for which the U.S. is a
consistent net importer, (2) cormnodities required for foreign aid
programs, and (3) materials or equipment required for off-shore
construction programs. In Appendix A the Food for Peace program is
analyzed in the follovling manner:
a. Local Currency Sales--treated as local currency loans, see
page 8.
b. Dollar Sales--treated as loans.
c. Emergency Assistance and Economic Development Donations--
treated as 100 percent grants.
d. Donations--treated as 100 percent grants.
e. Barter.···aspart of these funds are designated for U. S. -use,
74.3 percent are treated as full grants to recipient countries and the
3I.M,D. Little and J.M. Clifford, 0p. cit., p. 233.
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rernadnf.ng 25.7 percent as an exchange element. Lt
A Note on the Private Sector
In addition to the official U.S. aid program, the private
sector of the economy extends export credits and investments,
accounting for approximately one-third of'net global financial
resource movements. As these financial flOvrs are in the mainstream
of the exchange economy, being motivated by profit considerations,
the concepts of the grants economy do not apply.
ltp.L. 480 Concessional Sales, op cit., p. 32. 25.67 percent of
all P.L. 480 agreements from 195Lt to mid-1969 are earmarked for U.S.-
use. This grosS percentage, in the absence of specific data, is
assumed for the barter category.
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SEC'l'ION IV
COMPUTING 1'HE GHAN'f HATIO
In the computation of the grant ratio, grants are valued as
aid at nominal value, and the grant eq_uivalent in loans is calculated
by the; grant ratio formula using a comparative iscourrt rate. To
revioc/ briefly the criteria prese rrt.ed earlier:





Administrative (or other) Expenses
Peace Corps
Food for Peace
a. Emergency Assistance and Economic Development Donations
b. Donations
2. 'l'het'o.lLov.Lng authorizations are considered dollar loans:
Development Loans (in dol1arf3)
Export-Import Bank





3. 'I'het'o Ll.ovf ng categories are considered local currency
loans wlt.h the lJ.S. -use f'und s deducted from the exchange coruponerrt
and tho remaining funds granted or reloaned to the recipient country.
The exchange equivalent of the reloaned funds is analyzed by tradIng
factor g --the shadow rate of exchange index.
2
Development Loans (local currency)
Food for Peace
a. Local Currency Sales
It. Food for Peace Barter is considered 7Lt. 3 percent grant.
5. Supporting (Develo.pment) Assistance is treated as 90
percent grant.
6. Tied aid, consisting of portions of A.I.D. commitments and
all Eximbank loan authorizations, is analyzed by t.r-ading factor gl--
the difference in exports due to tiec! aid and exports attributable to
equivalent f'Lows of untied aid--multiplied by a U.S. versus Horld
Price Index.
7. 'l'heg2 trading factor (in No. 3 above) is adjusted upva rd ,
due to local currency depreciations and installment and interest
waivers, 15.4% and 50%, respectively.
From 196Lf to 1969, the development loans were calculated on
an individual basis resulting in detailed grant equtvalent information.
Prior to 1964, due to unavailable data, loan terms applied to the
respective total loan figures are yearly averages. Average terms
also are applied to all Eximbank loans and Food for Peace sales.
In local currency P. L. Lt80 sales and local curr ency development
loans, a percentage of the exchange equivalent is designated for U.S.-
use (in the recipient country) vith the remainder termed country-use
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funds, returned to the rec~pient in the form of loans and grants.
'J.Thepercentage designated for U.S. -use is assumed to be the same in
both P.L. 480 sales and deyelopment loans for a given year.l
'11;/0 data problems should be noted:
(a) All data is presented on the basis of aid commitments as
opposed to actual deliveries. Cormnitments, defined as f'Lrm obligat:Lons,
are the best means to assess comparatively donor a:Ld pol:Lcies and are
a useful indication of the direction the programs may be expected to
take. Dr. Pincus aptly suns up this point in the follovring quotation:
••• data are expressed on the basis of a:Ld commitments
• • • (lOt in terms of actual 1'10\/of funds ••• [Eh!i:..7
totals are ••• greater than those shown in the O.E.C.D ••
Lit :LE,.7necessary to present the data on a commitment basis •
because data on loan t.errns and cond Itions were not available
on a flow-of-funds basis.c
(b) The assumed portions of loan repayment terms are based on
multiple resources and are composite estimates. Actual loan compu-
tations uex e programmed anc run on an electronic computer.
'I'heGrant Data and Calculation 'l'ables
Before proceeding to the summary of results, Appendix A, Ylhich
contains the calculations and supporting data for the grant ratiO,
should be discussed briefly. Appendix A contains three main tables.
1This is assumed because detailed information is available
concerning U.S. and country-use funds for Food for Peace local currency
sales. 'I'he bulk of countries receiving Food for Peace sales also
receive local currency deVElopment loans.
2John Pincus, Econordc Aid and International Cost Sharin r
(Baltimore, Md.: The .Johns Hopkins Press, 1905 , p. 13+.
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1. Fiscal Year Grant Eatio of U.S. Economic Aid Commitments.
'I'hese tables summarize the aid commitments by category and
present the grant ratio. In the second and third columns, the grant
and loan portion of the total aid, shown in the first column, is
calculated. 'I'hegrant and loan portions of the aid may not equal the
total aid commitments as an exchange element may be present. This
exchange element is omitted since it does not affect the grant ratio
results. The fourth column gives the grant equivalent (deterrnined by
the grant ratio formula) of the loan portion. The fifth column gives
the total grant equivalent of the aid by adding the grant portion
(second column) and the grant equivalent of the loans (fourth column).
Dividing the total grant equivalent (fifth column) by the total aid
corn.rnitment(first column) results in the summary grant ratio, shown
in the final column.
2. Fiscal Year Grant Element and Trading Factors Data.
rl'hesetables contain the supporting information specifying
the data utilized in the grant ratio calculations on the preceding
table (e.g., loan terms, amount of tied aid, etc.).
3. Fiscal Year Trac]ing Factor and Local Currency Loan Grant
Ratio Calculations.
These tables first present the gl (tied aid) calculations.
Secondly, the local currency grant ratio is calculated for P. L. 1.1(30
and/or development loans. Finally, the exchange equivalent, a
by-product of the preceding calculation, is submitted to the g2
(shadow exchange rate) calculation.
As previOusly noted, during the 1961-1--1969 period, detailed
information concerning development loans has been obtained. For these
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years, a fourth table, Fiscal Year Loan Data and Grant Ratios, is
included in Appendix A. These tables present the individual loan
conrrnitments, country by country, with their respective loan terms
and the inherent grant ratios.
-~=-- ----- ---------------_.
Smrmary
Yen.r17 U, S. ,tid commi trnents. r8spect~lve')Tant eo u'ivo.Lerits ,
-1,;865.9 billion ,the [Trant equivalent 15;;;47.9 bj_llion. and the
corresnondinc weishted averase grant ratio is .7269.
Details of the corrprehe:nsive r:::rant ratios are shown in 'I'!1ble
2. The rS..tios ha'Te be·om fairly conf;tant T;rith the exception of the
last three ye,'l,rs considered. 1Jurinr; the ful1 ner i.od analyzed. the
r-atio has var iod from D hif!b of •85L~2 in 195'3 to a Lovrof .[}99-S in
19157. The effect of 8"1(aid tyinr:) ha"i varied from zero in h<),se'l'%tr
195'3 to -9.67/ in 1968. This tradinr:: factor I s effect has been increa s-
hw, althOly{h fl,Jctuations have occurred. The effect of f~2 (soft cur-
rency lo!),ns). T"rithnri.nor' variations, has been relatively nef~lifd_ble.
The trend of thB comprehensive grant r-al.Lo has shown a s.lov decline.
This can be S0en p:raphical1y in Graph 1. T!lhichalso depicts the Lncr-eas-
iw!, trend of tot,..::llofficial aid. Official aid reached an all tirne peak
of .191 billion in 1967.
A r;lance at Graph 1 reveals that major fluctuations in the
comprehensive grant rCJtio occur-r-ed in four periods: 1955-56, +.093I~;
1956-57. _.12l.j.L~; 1959-60, +.0818; and 1966-67. -.1382. In the
1955-56 period, the inerease is due primarily to hro factors:
(8) the Food for Peace commitments (having, in general, high grant
ratiOS), increased approximately three-fold, and (b) J<.:ximbankfunds
(which have low grant ratios), decreased by roughly one-third.
Eximbank fluctuations are also the prime influence in the remaining
three periDds. In the 1956-57 grant ratio increase, Eximbank funds
increased roughly five-fold; in the 1959-60 decrease, J<.:ximbankfunds
l1ere cut by approximately one-half; and in the 1966-67 decrease,
Eximbank funds vrere decreased by a factor of nearly t>lO and one-half.
Decreases in the comprehensive grant ratio reflect a l1idening gap
between total official aid and the grant equivalent.
'I'abLe 3 contalns grant ratios of the var Lous types of dollar
and local currency loans. 'I'helocal currency loans generally have
higher grant ratios than dollar loans. Hhile the terms of repayment
usually are harder in the local currency loans, the majority of
their repayments are re-lent or granted back to the reciplent country,
raising significantly the grant ratio. Yet, in 1961-1961t, the grant
ratio is higher for dollar development loans than for local currency
development loans. 'l'hemain factor in this interesting paradox is
that, in these years, U.S.-use funds constitute more than the inherent
exchange equivalent in the local currency loans and even require a
portion of the grant equivalent, thus reducing the total grant equiva-
lent in the original loan terms. Table 3 also indicates the decreasing
trend of local currency development loans and local currency P. L. 1.80
sales, vh i Le P. L. )~[)O dollar sales are climbing. 1
IBy 1971, all P. L. 1.c)0 sales Hill be on 8 dollar basis.
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'I'he terms of development loans and P.L. L1-80 sales averaged
over 31) interest in the 1950' s , In 1961, the majority were at
0.751) interest. From this extremely generous level, interest rates
sLowLy have gr ownharder until the levels of 2%interest during grace
years and 3%interest during nongrace years Vlere reached in 1969.
From completely untied aid prior to 1959 (except for Eximbank
loans), the pereent of U.S. aid-financed, domestically purchased
corrunodities reached 98.9L1-'/o in 1969.
Concluding Hemarks
'Three principal conclusions are drmm from the subject analysis.
1. ~lhile total official U.S. aid generally has increased during
the 1953-1969 pertod, the comprehensive grant ratio has experienced a
slow decreasing trend. In only three fiscal years during the period
analyzed, 1967, 1968, and 1969, has the ratio dropped below 60 percent.
However , a significant point is to be made here. 'I'he huge increase of
Eximbank loans is the prime factor in this recent grant ratio decrease.
For example, in 1965, the grant ratio is .792 and, in 1967, it is .586.
'I'he exclusion of Eximbank loans from the calculations results in grant
ratios of .856 and .840, respectively, thus eliminating the apparent
total grant ratio decrease.
2. 'I'he effects of tied aid have been estimated to average appr ox-
Lma t.eLy 10 to 20 percent, vlith individual caae s as high as )+9.3 percent.
2
2Hobert M. Stern, "International Financtal Issues in Foreign
Economic Assistance to the Less-Developed Countries," International
Seminar on Problems of Econcx::icDc·,elopment and Structural Chanre,
edited by loG. StevTart, Edinburgh University Press, 1969, p, 53.
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The Horld Export Index (Appendix B) has shown t.hfs figure to average
10.7270 from 1953 through 1969 (14.25% during the last decade). The
effect on the grant ratio during the period analyzed has averaged
-3.69% (-1.t.59% during the last decade).
3. The grant ratio of local currency development loans and
local currency P.L. LI80 sales during 1953-1969 is .7611 and .7588,
respectively. Dr. Pincus's3 initial estimate of 80 percent grant and
20 percent loan is substantiated as quite accurate.
3pincus, "The Cost of Foreign Aid," p , 362.
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Table 1. U.S. IUD C01"'J:HTl'lEI'lTSAND GRANTRJI.'I'IOS,1953-1969
Year Total aid commitment Total grant equivalent Grant(millions of dollars) (millions of dollars) ratio ( g)
1969 3,789.2 2,l}61.5 .6496
1968 5,295.0 3,319.5 .6269
1967 6,191.0 3,626.9 .5858
1966 5,075.0 3.674.2 .7240
1965 4,271.4 3,383.0 .7920
1964 4,363.7 3,413.0 .7821
1963 4,472.3 3,543.4 .7923
1962 4,O}9.4 3,675.7 .7906
1961 4,276•2 3,127.2 .7313
19hO ),405.7 2,576.2 .756
l}
1959 ),791.7 2,557.9 .6746
1958 3,313.8 2, 381~.3 .7195
1957 4,256.1 ),OL}5.6 .7156
1956 2,686.2 2,243.3 .8400
1955 2,224.3 1,660.8 .7466
195'-~ l,L}66.0 1,18L}.:3 .8078
1953 2,374.9 2,026.7 .!.8534
Total 65,901.9 47,903.5 .7269
Source: Appendix A: Tables 1-57.
Table 2. U.S. COEFR.EHENSIVE CHAWr RA'l'IOS,1953-1969
29






































































Table 3. GRANT RATIOS OF U.S. FOREIGN AID LOANS 1953-1969 (millionsof dollars)
Ye8.r Dollar loans Local currency loans
Deve1op- Grant PL 480 Grant Develop- Grant PL 480 Grant
ment ratio ratio ment ratio ratio
1969 722•2 .6831 411.0 .6099 337.0 .7709
1968 1,OL}4.0 .7244 306.0 .6099 723.0 .8076
1967 1,108.6 .7234 178.0 .6138 803.0 .7839
1966 1,207.8 .7330 181.0 .6138 2ll-.6 .7927 866.0 .7917
1965 1,128.0 .7641 158.0 .6138 JL~.9 .7937 1,142.0 .8517
1964 1 ,2l}9.0 .8299 l4-6.0 .6st}7 65.7 .7991 1,056.0 .8193
1963 1,159.2 .8172 58.0 .6956 128.8 .7997 1,088.0 .8416
1962 877.1 .8172 19.0 .7366 219.3 .7998 1,030.0 .8181
1961 261.8 .8092 392.7 .8001 951.0 .7368
1960 177.1 .5052 343.9 •717
i} 8214-.0 .6831
1959 15.6 .5L}41 505.6 .7559
724.0 )1-927
1958 7.6 .5164 2
L}4.5 .7517 658.0 .6960
1957 332.7 .7520 908.0
.6960
1956 8.4 •490LI- 202.4 .7446 439.0 .6877
1955 209.5 .7913 73.0 .6877
1954 100.0 .7330
1953 _- 16.4 .7317
8,966.L} .7601 1,357.0 .6182 2,821.0 .7611 11.622.0 .7588
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ADpendix~,: 'l.'able 2. FISCALYEt;.H 1969 GRAl',}, EI}:'-;HEnT AIm TH.ADIi'JG
fi'ACTOE5DATA
......-"----.---~-----...--.--------
Development Loans See ?isc2.l Year 1969 Loan Data and
Grant Eatios (;\ppendi:;c A: Table L~).
SupDorting Assistance 10';; of c01.mterpart f1J.nd~genorated is
reserved for U.S.-uses.~
Other )U1 other A. 1.D. and Peace Corps fundsare valued as 100'.!';fo;rants.
T-i ·1 ~ _, r1 (cr )....8r,.,. ,d... '.'1 98.9LV:;' (see Op8rationsJ~epori:) of A.LD.fimmced commodities (.n.013.7 million)
pur-cha sed in the U.S •• plus Eximbank Loans
of $985.1 willion.
J-,OC;;1.1Cur-r-ency Loans (g2)
1. Development Virtually no local currency Development
Fund Loans.
2.. PL /+80 :J;337,000,000, of T/JhichU. s. =u se fundsarei;72,L~2l,300 and recipient country-
use funds are :~26!.-I-,578,700. Of country-
use funds,~150,2SL~.200 (56.8;~) are
grants and ;j>llLr.32Lr,500 (43.2;0 are loans.
Average loan terms are 2;'Sinterest during
10 years grace and 37i, interest during th~
remainder of the 40 year rnaturity (68.2,;t
grant ratio).
Eximbank
Average t.orms are 6'-;'; interest on 11.2
year maturi t,ies ,nth a 1 year grace period.
PL LySO Dollar Sales Average terms are 2.6';£ interest on 31year maturities Hith 8 years g;race.
7lj.-.:3 is the average percent of PL II-80
collections earmarked for country-use.
Sources: Alexis E. La.chman, ~"local Currency Proceeds of Foreign
Aid, O.E.C.D •• P~..r-i.s , 1969; U.;S. President. The Fore:i.p;nAssistanc;-
PrOgram, Annual Report to the Congress, Fiscal Year 1969; Agency for
International Development, Operations Report, June 30, 1969; J:<J.:port-
Imnort Bank of the United states Fiscal Year 1969 Report; U.S.
Department of Agriculture, P.L. 480 Concessiona.l Sales, September.
1970.
aSee Alexis E. La.chma.n,The Local ~urrency Proceeds of Foreign
Aid, O.E.C.D., Pa.ris, 1969, p. 4.--
Appendix A: 'lIable 3. FISCALYEAH1969 'rnADINGFAC'l'OHANDLOCAL
CURHENCYGMNTEA'l'IOCALCUL-'\.TIONS
gl--Tied Aid
Tied aid consists of (1) $1,013.7 million (98.94% of A.I.D.
funds used for domestic commodity purchases) less ;p21-09.8million
(ltO~b of A.I.D. funds wh.ich is assumed to be the "normal" amount
of' exports at.t.r fbut.ab.Le to an equivalent amount of untied aid)a
plus (2) ;p985.1 million of Eximbank loans wh Lc h equals :pl,589.0
million. This tied aid divided by $3,789.2 million total aid
equals 21-1.9 (percent of tied aid).
P - P
21-1.~0 x \lorld U.S. --
P';lOrld
.419 x 110.2 - 132 -
110.2
.419 x -.1978 - -0.0829
g2--Local Currency Loans
P. L. 21-80Title 1
;$337.0 million total aid
of which 229.8 grant equivalent (68.2%)
and 107.2 exchange equivalent
minus 72.21- U.S. -use f'und s
equals 321-.8 country-use funds
of which 56.85b grants (see Appendix A: 'I'abLe 2)
and 15.0 213.2%reloaned funds (see Appendix A: 'I'abLe 2)
of which 10.2 grant equivalent (68.2%)
and 4.8 exchange equivalent
See notations at end of table.
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Appendix A: Table 3. (continued)
The total grant ratio is: $229.8 million
19.8
10.2
$259.8 divided by $337.0=: .7709
Application of the shadow exchange rate ratio plus depreciation
and waiver of repayments:
(a) Sha dow exchange rate of 0.371 x exchange equivalent per-
centage of .0013 ($1•• 8/$3,789.2) :::' .00011-8
(b) Currency depreciation of 15.4%, raise (a) by .00007
(c) VJaiver on installments and interest, approximately
50% of (a) 0.: .000211-
'r'otal g2 .00079
Sources: Appendix A: Tables 1 and 2; Appendix B: 'I'abLes 1 and 2.
aSee page 7.
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Appendix A: I'abl,e 4. FISCAL YF..AR1969 LOAN DATA AND GRANT RATIOS
Recipient Loan (millions Terms
a Grant ratio
country of dollars) ir: G iT Tu-
Near East & South Asia
Afghanistan 1.25 2 10 3 40 0.681654-
Ceylon 5.00 2 10 3 LW 0.681654-
India 194.00 2 10 3 40 0.681654
Pakistan 71.00 2 10 3 LW 0.681654
3.00 2 10 3 40 0.681654
1.50 2 10 3 40 0.681654
20.00 2 10 3 40 0.681654
Turkey 40.00 2 10 3 40 0.681654
La.tin America.
Bolivia 1.70 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
2.00 2 10 3 40 0.681654-
1.00 2 10 3 40 0.681654
2.40 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
Chile 20.00 2 10 2.5 40 0.694-222
10.00 2 10 3 40 0.681654
2.50 2 10 3 40 0.681654
Colombia. 15.00 2 10 3 40 0.681654
10.00 2 10 3 4-0 0.681654
60.00 2 10 3 40 0.681654
2.10 2 10 3 40 0.681654
10.00 2 10 3 40 0.681654
See notations at end of table.
£ ._ tMW
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Appendix A: 'rable 4. (continued)
Recipient Loan (millions 'Perms a Grant ratio
country of dollars) in G iT Ti..r
Costa Rica 5.00 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
7.10 2 10 :3 40 0.681654
Dominican Republic 8.00 2 10 :3 40 0.681654
EC1..iador- 2.00 2 10 :3 40 0.681654
1.20 2 10 :3 25 0.6298L~5
El Salvador 8.20 2 10 3 LW 0.681654
Gua t.ema La 0.63 2 10 :3 !.J.O 0.681654
2.00 2 10 :3 LW 0.68165L~
Guyana 12.90 2 10 3 ltO 0.681654
2.50 2 10 3 40 0.681654
Honduras 0.50 2 10 3 40 0.681654
Jamaica 0.314 2 10 3 40b 0.681654
Nicaragua 0.230 2 10 3 40b 0.681654
Panama. 1.30 2 10 3 40 0.681654
3.50 2 10 :3 40 0.681654
3.70 2 10 :3 40 0.681654
4.60 2 10 :3 40 0.6816S1}
Paraguay 5.00 2 10 :3 40 0.681654
2.60 2 10 :3 LW 0.681691-
Peru 0.50 2 10 3 40b 0.681654
Venezuela 0.027 2 10 :3 ltOb o .68169~
Regional 30.00 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
See notations at end of table.
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Appendix A: Table 4. (continued)
Recipient Loan (millions Terms
a Grant ratio
country of do11,lrs) iG G iT T
Regional (continued) 7.07 2 10 3 40
b 0.681654
other 7.07 2 10 3 40
b 0.681654
East Asia
Indonesia 44.00 2 10 3 40 0.681654
6.30 2 10 3 l}0 0.681654-
Korea 10.00 2 10 3 40 0.68165L~
5.00 2 10 3 40 0.681654
5.00 2 10 3 lW 0.681654
Africa
Ethiopia 3.00 2 10 3 ho 0.681654
10.00 2 10 3 40 0.681654
Liberia 0.975 2 10 2.5 40 0.69
tr222
4.00 2 10 3 40 0.681654
0..65 2 10 3 40 0.681654-
iVla1agasyRepublic 0.30 2 10 3 40 0.681654-
Horocco 5.00 2 10 3 40 0.68165h
3.00 2 10 3 he 0.681654
Nigeria 2.10 2 10 3 40 0.681654
2.80 2 10 3 40 0.68165L~
2.30 2 10 3 ho 0.681654
Tunisia 6.20 2 10 3 LW 0.681654
Uganda 3.20 2 10 3 1-1-0 0.68165l~
See notations at end of table.
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Appendix A: Table 4. (continued)
Recipient Loan (millions Terms
a Grant ratio,_._-
ccurrtry of dollars) i,... G im Tu 1
Regional 7.50 2 10 3 40 0.681654
10.00 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
0.35 2 10 3 40 0.681654




Source: U.S. President. '!'heForeign Assistance Program, Annual
Report to the Congress, Fiscal Year 1969.
aiG :::interest during grace years; G :::number of grace years;~T :::interest during remainder of loan; and T :::total number of years
an the loan.
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A ppendix A: Table 6,. FISCALYI"'2AH 1968 SFU;JJTEL3I·JElJTArm 'rP..ADHiG
l"ACTOH.SDATA
_-----_.--
Development Loans See ?iscal Year 1968 Loan Data and Grant
P~tios (Appendix A: Table 8).
Supporting Assistance 10<{of count.er-oar-t, funds generated is, r- a ~
reserved for U.S.-uses.
other All other A.I.D. and Peace Corps funds
are valued as lOOis grants.
"'l" ed j~ J.." d (If' )
c •• '''1 98.la?; (see Operations Report) of A.I.D.
financed co~modities 0i,142.7 million)
purchased in the U.S•• plus Eximbank loans
of si,723.2 million.
Local Currency Loans (g2)
1. Development Virtually no local currency Development
Fund Loans.
;~723,OOO,OOO,of whi ch U.S.-use funds are
;tl2l,171},800 and recipient count-ry-use
funds are *601,825,200. Of country-use
funds, :';;248,914,900 (4l.LII;'£)are grants
and $352,910,300 (58.6%) are loa~s. Aver-
age loan terms are 2/Ginterest during 10
years grace and 2~-';~interest during the
remainder of the LW year maturity (69.1l-~G
grant ratio).
Eximbank Avera~~e terms are 6jG interest on 12.7
year ~~turities, and 2.6 years grace.
PL Ir80 Dollar Sales Average terms are 2.6% interest on 31
year maturities and 8 years grace.
PL 1~80 Barter 71}.3 is the average percent of PL 480
collections earmarked for country-use.
Sour-ces . Alexis E:. Lachman, The Local Currency Proceeds of Foreir:n
Aid, O.E.C.D., Paris, 1969: u.s. President, The Foreign Assistance
PrO-gram, Annual Report to the Congress, fiscal Year 1968: Agency for
Intern~_tional Development, Operations Repor-t., June 30, 1968; Export-
Import 3ank of the United States! Fiscal Year 1968 Report; U.S.
Department of Agriculture, P.L. l}80 Concessional Sales, September,
1970.
aSee Lachman, The Local Currency Proceeds of Foreign Aid, p. 4.
Appendix A: Table 7. FISCAL YEAR 1968 TRADING FACTOR AND LOCAL
CURRENCY GRANT RATIO CALCULATIONS
gl--Tied Aid
Tied aid consists of (1) $1,142.7 million (98.41% of A.I.D.
funds used for domestic commodity purchases) less :~L.64. 5 million
(L.0)0 of A.I.D. funds which is assumed to be the "normal" amount
of exports attributable to an equivalent amount of untied aid)a
plus (2) $1,723.2 million of Eximbank loans which equals $2,L.01.4
million. This tied aid divided by $5,295.0 million total aid
equals 45.4 (percent of tied aid).
g --Local Currency Loans
2
P.L. 480 Title 1
~~723.0 million total aid
of wh lch 501.8 grant equivalent (69.L·50
and 221.2 exchange equivalent
minus 121.2 U.S.-us e funds
equals 100.0 country-use funds
of vhj_ch L.1. L.% grants (see Appendix A: 'Table6)
and 58.6 58.6% reloaned funds (see Append Lx A: Table 6)
of which 40.7 grant equivalent (69.4%)
and 17.9 exchange equivalent
See notations at end of table.
4=WEt_kUlUS"
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Appendix A: Table 7. (continued)
The total grant ratio is: $501.8 million
41.4
l}0.7
$583.9 djvided by $723.0 = .8076
Application of the shadow exchange rate ratio plus depreciation
and "18ivel' of repayments:
(a) Shadow exchange rate of 0.371 x exchange equivalent per-
centage of 0.00338 ($17.9/:$5,295.0) = .00125
(b) Currency depreciation of 15.l}%, raise (a) by .00019
(c) vlaivel' on installments and inte:est, approximately
50';0 of (a) = .00063
.00079
Sources: Appendix A: Tables 5 and 6; Appendix B: Tables 1 and 2.
aSee page 7.
4l1-
Appendd.x A: Table 8. FISCAL Y&'\.R1968 LOAN DArrAAND GRANT RATIOS
Recipient Loan (millions Terms
a Grant ratio
country of dollars) ir: G iT Tc1
Hear East &: South Asia
Afghanistan 0.711 1 10 2.5 40 0.757434
Indonesia 225.00 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
23.00 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
37.00 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
Pakistan 115.00 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
2.00 1 10 2.5 40 0.757lj·34
6.80 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
0.97 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
0.42 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
TurJ.cey 40.00 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
7.50 1 10 2.5 40 0.7574J!+
3.00 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
5.00 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
12.50 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
Latin America
Argentina 1.00 1 10 2.5
40 0.757434-
Brazil 0.717 1 10 2.5
40 0.757434-
10.3 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
75.0 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
15.l} 2 10 2.5 40 o •69l}222
32.0 2 10 2.5 J+O 0.694222
See notations at end of table.










































































































Appendix It: Table 8. (continued)
Recipient Loan (millions Termsa Grant ratio
country of dollars) ir: G iT T
J
Nicaragua 1.861} 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
10.20 2.5 35 0.542189
2.20 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
9.40 2 10 2.5 ll-O 0.69l}222
Panama 0.33 2 10 2.5 40 0.69l~222
0.50 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
15.00 3.5 5 3.5 30 0.505248
Paraguay 1.00 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
Uruguay 15.00 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
other 0.325 2 10 2.5 c 0.748911
East Asia
Indonesia 7.50 1 10 2.5 40 0.757434
12.50 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
Korea 10.00 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
5.00 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
15.00 2 10 2.5 lW 0.69l}222
2.00 2 10 2.5 40 0.6914-222
Philippines 2.00 3.5 5 3.5 25 0.479558
1.10 3.5 5 3.5 25 0.479558
Africa
Ethiopia 1.00 2 10 2.5 40 0.69l}222
Ghana 15.00 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
See notations at end of table.
Appendix A: Table 8. (continued)
Loan (millions Termsa Grant ratio
of dollars) iG G iT r
0.525 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
7.0 2 10 2.5 ll,O 0.69l~222
0.855 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
8.00 2 10 2.5 lrO 0.694222
5.00 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
0.90 1 10 2.5 lW 0.757434
1+.60 1 10 2.5 40 0.757l1-3h
5.10 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
10.00 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
0.265 2 10 2.5 40 0.694222
13.60 2 10 2.5 ll-O 0.694222













Source: V.S. President, The Foreign Assistance Program, Annual
Report to Congress, Fiscal Year 1968.
ail"':::interest during grace years; G :::number of grace years;
~T :::inte~est during remainder of loan; and T :::total number of years
~n the loan.
bAssumed terms, due to unavailable information.
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Append.ix I": Table 10. [fISCALYEAH1967 GRJdJTELEl'iiK\)TA~mTRADING
FACTORSDATA-----------_. __ .__._--
Development L08.n5 See F'iseal Year 1967 Loan Data and Grant
Eatios (Appendix A: Table 12).
Supporting Assistnnce 10~~of count.er-oar-t. funds e;enera ted is- a ..
reserved for U.S.-uses.
Other All other A.I.D. and Peace Corps funds
are valued as 100';S grants.
Tied Aid (lSI) 96. 23?; (see 0 orations Report) of A.LD.
fimmced commodities :Pl:YJ.9.5 mi11ion)
pur-chasod j.n U.S., plus Eximbank loans
;f $2,ll-01.1 million~
Local Currency Loans (;:;2)
1. Developrrtent Virtually no local currency Development
PU_l1dLoans.
'$803,000,000, of l·Jhich U.S.-use funds are
:t169 ,LV3J, 000 and recipient country-use
funds are :?6J3,567,000. Of country-use
funds, c~21l~,715,900 (3J.9iO are grants
and :~lnf3.851,100 (66.150 are loans. Aver-
age loan terms are a pproxima tely 19{ in ter-
est during 10 years grace and 2~.r;~interest
during the remainder of the 40 year matur-
ity (75.?it grant ratio).
Ex.imbank Average terms are 6% interest on 12 year
maturities and 2 years grace.
PL h80 Dollar Sales Appr-oxamate average terms are 2.51:; inter-
est on 30 year l11J1turities and 8 years
p-race.
PL hao Sarter 7l~.'3 is the average percent of PI 4f30
collections earmarked for country-use.
So~s: Alexis E. Lachman, The Local Currency Pr,?ceeds of Forei~ Aid,
O.E.C.D •• Paris, 1969; u.s, President. The Foreign Assd s tance Program.
Annual Report to the Congr-ess , Fiscal Year 19b7; Agency for International
Development, Opera!:~£.ns l.~_ert, June 30, 1967; Export-Import Bank of the
Uniteci._States, Fiscal YeE2:J:..267Repor!:; U.S. Department of Agriculture, -
?L:L~80 Concessional Sales, September, 1970.
aSee Lachman. The Local Currency Proceeds of E'oreign Aid, p. lj..
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Appendix A: Table 11. FISCAL,YEllE 1967 'fHADINGI<"'ACTORAND LOCAL
CURRENCY GRANT RATIO CALCUlATIONS
gl--Tied Aid
Tied aid consists of (1) $1,349.5 million (96.23% of A.I.D.
funds used for domestic commodity purchases) less $560.9 million
(l105b of A.LD. funds which is assumed to be the "normal" amount
of exports attributable to an equivalent amount of untied aid)a
plus (2) :P2,LIOl.lmillion of Eximbank loans which equals :);3,189.7
million. 1~is tied aid divided by $6,191.0 million total aid
equals 51.5 (percent of tied aid).
Pworld - Pu.s.
51.5% x Pwor-Ld
105 oJ - 123
::::.515 x 105.3 ::::
.515 x -.1681 ::::-0.0866
g2--Local Currency Loans
P.L. 480 Title 1
$803.0 million total aid
of which 607.9 grant equivalent (75.7%)
and 195.1 exchange equivalent
minus 169.4 U.S.-use funds
equals 25.7 country-use funds
of which 33.9)0grants (see Appendix A: 'l'able10)
and 66.15treloaned funds (see Appendix A: 'fable10)
or'which 12.9 grant equivalent (75.7')0)
and 4.1 exchange equivalent
See notations at end of table.
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1\ppendix 1\: Table 11. (continued)
The total grant ratio is: $607.9 million
8.7
12.9
$629.5 divided by $803.0 = .7839
Application of the shadow exchange rate ratio plus depreciation
and vraiver of repayments:
(a) Shadovl exchange rate of 0.371 x exchange equivalent per-
centage of 0.00066 ($h.l/$6,191.0) =
(b) Currency depreciation of 15.h7b, raise (a) by
.0002it
.00003
(c) \-laiVel' on installments and interest, approximately
50% of (a) = .00012
Total g2 .00039
Sources: Appendix A: Tables 9 and 10; Appendix B: Tables 1 and 2.
aSee page 7.









Near E.-1.st& South Asia
Afghanistan 4.60 1 10 2.5 40
12.00 1 10 2.5 40
0.40 1 10 2.5 40
7.50 1 5 2.5 25
12.00 1 10 2.5 40
9.30 1 10 2.5 LW
132.00 1 10 2.5 lW
50.00 1 10 2.5 40
5.50 3.5 5 3.5 20
1.80 1 10 2.5 lW
4.00 1 10 2.5 40
10.70 1 10 2.5 40
3.70 1 10 2.5 40






1.50 1 10 2.5 lW
13.10 1 10 2.5 40
70.00 1 10 2.5 40
25.00 1 10 2.5 lW
Turkey 65.00 1 10 2.5 lW
30.50 1 10 2.5 lW
2.00 1 10 2.5 lW























Appendix A: Table 12. (continued)
Recipient Loan (millions Termsa Grant ratio
country of dollars) in G ifr 'i'u
Turkey (continued) 22.40 1 10 2.5 40 0.757ll-)4
4.50 1 10 2.5 If 0 0.7571Y)l1-
2.60 1 10 2.5 1W 0.7574)4
3.40 1 10 2.5 40 0.757ll-)4
11-.50 1 10 2.5 11-0 0.7571Y3l}
Latin America
301ivia 9.50 1 10 2 l~O 0.770002
1.50 1 10 2.5 40 0.757lf)4
31.60 1 3 3.5 15 0.434382
41.20 1 5 6 20 0.471084-
s.eo 1 10 2.5 40 0.7574)4
100.00 1 10 2.5 ltO 0.7574}4
11l-.BO 1 5 5.5 15 0.l1-54532
1.80 1 6 3.5 25 0.603130
0.10 1 10 2.5 40 0.7574)4
10.00 1 10 2.5 40 0.7574)4
2.50 1 10 2.5 40 0.7571yJlY
100.00 1 10 2.5 40 0.7574JlY
5.00 1 10 2.5 !+O 0.7574)4
5.00 1 5 2.5 20 0.57JlY25
1)}0 1 10 2.5 hO 0.757434






See notations at end of table.
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Appendix A: Ta_b1e 12. (continued)
Loan (millions Terms a Grant ratioRecipient
country of dollars) ir, G ifr TJ
Dominican Repub'LLc 40(continued) 2.00 1 10 2.5 0.7574'j4,
£1 Salvador 0.40 1 5 3.5 25 0.577926
Guatemala 2.20 1 10 2.5 L~O O. 7574Y~
5.00 1 5 2.5 20 0.57}/l-25
0.758 1 10 2.5 40 0.757434-
Guyana 7.50 1 10 2.5 1-1-0 0.7571l-Yl-
0.60 1 10 2.5 40 o. 7574Y~
Honduras 7.00 1 10 2.5 40 0.7574}/1-
Nicaragua 2.20 1 10 2.5 30 0.725535
2.00 1 10 2.5 30 0.725535
5.00 1 5 3.5 25 0.577926
Panama 3.50 1 10 2.5 1+0 0.7571+34-
3.056 1 5 3.5 30 0.603616
4.10 1 10 2.5 ll-O 0.757Ll-Y~
6.60 1 5 3.5 30 0.603616
3.10 1 10 2.5 L~O o. 757l~y~
1.50 1 10 2.5 ll-O 0.757434
1.00 1 10 2.5 ho 0.757434
Paraguay 1.90 1 10 2.5 IrO O.757l}Y}
Peru 7.50 1 10 2.5 11-0 0.757434-
5.50 1 10 2.5 11-0 0.75711-Y1-
3.20 1 10 2.5 40 0.7571l-Yl-
See notations at end of table.
Appendax A: 'Table12. (continued)
55
Loan (millions Termsa Grant ratio
of dollars) iG G iT T
1.20 1 10 2.5 40 0.7571}34
0.775 1 10 2.5 ltO 0.757ll-34
20.00 1 10 2.5 ltO 0.757il-34
12.50 1 10 2.5 40 0.757iV}tj.
12.00 1 10 2.5 lW O.7574Yl-
12.70 1 10 2.5 iW 0.757lrYl-
17.50 1 10 2.5 lro 0.757434
3.00 1 10 2.5 II-O 0.757ll-34
3.00 1 10 2.5 11-0 0.757l1-YI-
ij..70 3.5 5 3.5 25 0.479558
2.00 3.5 5 3.5 25 0.479558




















See no~~tions at end of table.
1 10 2.5 22 0.681n47
10 2.5 40 0.757434
10 2.5 40 0.757434
10 2.5 '1-0 0.757lI-YJ-
10 2.5 40 0.7571l-Yl-
1 lW 0.679126
10 2.5 lj.O 0.7574YI-










































































































Appendix A: Table 12. (continued)
Hecipient Loan (millions Terms
a Grant ratio
country of dollars) ; G iT T-G
Regional ( continued) 0.50 4 5 4 20 0.411523
1.60 1 10 2.5 ll'O 0.7574)4
3.60 1 10 2.5 40 0.75711-)4
0.125 1 10 2.5 40 0.757l1-34




Source: U.S. President, The Foreign Assist:mce Program, Annua.L
Report to the Congress, Fiscal Year 1967.
:>-i,., == interest during grace years; G == number of grace years;
irf' == inteX:est dur ing remainder of loan; and T == t.ota.L number of years
iii the loan.
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PL i!-80 Dollar Sa10s
?L h80 ?arter
Seo 1iscal Ysqr lo6( Lo~n ~ata and Grant
[Ccltio..:~ (/~ppendiz' f..: r2,'1'~J10 1(.).
All other A.LD. and Pea ce Corps funds
a r8 valued as]. 00'/ r~rant.s •
90.17/ (see ()nerations f1efJort) of !t.I.O.
financed comi;;7;-;:£i.ties (ii1~·llo.··.5 rnillton)
purchased in TJ. 3., pl1JS l~ximbl1nkloans
of $950.8 million.
!~sS1)med2·/ of DeveJonmentLoans :::
';l2LI-,6l"8,J.~rJO (assumed' 20;.,: retejned for
U. S. -use). b hrerrt'r,e terms are 10 7s!~rs
(trace a t interest and l,~O vear-s rnatur-
:i.ty at. :interest (75. ('~'1nt:.j",:lUO).
8866,000,000, of ~lich U.S.-use funds
areii17J.h59,ROO and rodpient countr~r-
use funds are;;692, 5L~o,200. Of count.r-y-
use funds, 3159,076,.500 (2J.O~) are
f';rants and 35JJ,Ii--6J, 700 (77'.m) are
loans. Aver'ar:e loan terms pre a nproxi-
mat.e.l.y 10 years 0';race at 1::; interest
and L~O Y80.rs maturity at 2·t~interest
(75.7j£ I(rant ratio).
Average terms are a ppr-oximately 5t-'~< inter-
est on 12 year mat.ur i.t.Les and 2 yeart; 7raCB.
\ ., t ;/1" • t!~ppr oxamat.e 8.verar;e .erms are ._:;·'i. J.n ~erest
on 30 year maturiU.es and 8 veal'S [Trace.
7il-. '3 is the averar:e percent 01~PI, hAO
co11ections earrnllrked for country-use.
~..?ur(;es :!\J.exis E. Lachroan , The LocaI Currency Proceeds of Foreign ilid,
(j.E.C.D., Paris, 1969: n.s. President, The :;'oreir:n Assistance Pr9.E.rai.:-:-···
Annual ;{eport to the Conc;ress, ?iscal Year 19r)'); Ar,~encyfor Internat:i.onal
Development, 0Eera.tions [(enort, June 30, 1966; E'x1?ort-1!.r..~'port Pank of
:/~3hilJfs..ton, Heport to the ConF!;ress, June ]S2..t._l~; U.;). Department of
Agriculture, F.!:. L~[lO Concessiona1 Sales, September, 1970.
aSee La chman , 'llhe Local Curreney Proceeds of Foreign Aid, p. 4.
b,_, Lnchman, The Local Currenc'y Proceeds of Foreign Aid, 16.,')019 p.
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Appendix A: Table 15. FISCAL YEAH 1966 TRADING FACTOR AND LOCAL
CURRENCY GRANT RATIO CALCULATIONS
gl--Tied Aid
Tied aid consists of (1) $1,110.5 million (90.17% of A.I.D.
funds used for domestic commodity purchases) less $492.6 million
of exports attributable to an equivalent amount of untied aid)8
(40% of A.I.D. funds which is assumed to be the "normal" amount
plus (2) $950•8 million of Eximbank loans wh'i.chequals $1,568.7
million. 1'histied aid divided by $5,°75.0 million total aid
equals 30.9 (percent of tied aid).
P ld - Pu S·,')0 901 x ¥lor • •
_) • /0 Pworld
101~.5 - 120
:::.309 x 104.5 :::
g2--Local Currency Loans
P. L. 480 '['itle 1
$866.0 million total aid
of wh lch 655.6 grant equivalent (7507%)
and 210.4 exchange equivalent
minus 173.5 u.s.-use funds
equals 36.9 country-use funds
of which 8.5
28.4
23.0% grants (see Appendix A: rrable14)
and
77.OC/o reloaned funds (see Appendix A: 'I'ab Le ll~)
grant equivalent (75.7%)of which 21.5
and 6.9 exchange equivalent
See notations at end of table.
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Appendix Pc: TabJ_e15. (continued) ._---.._._-------_.__._------
The tot~3.l grant rD.tio is: :$655.6 million
8.5
_~~.5
'~685~6divided by ~~866.0= .7917
centage of .00139 ($7.lb/$5.075.0) = .00051
Development Loans-----
lnillion to~~l aid
of 1>rhich 18.6 grant equivalent (75.7iO
and 6.0 exchange equivalent
minus 4.9 U.S.-use funds
equals 1.1 cOli.Yltry-usefunds
of "lhich 0.3 2:3.0i!; Grants (see Appendix A: 'l'able Ill)





The +o ta.L grant ratio is: '$18.6 million
0.3
-_j!~
:]>19.5divided by $24.6 = .7927
Applica tion of the shadol! exchange rate ratio plus depreciation
and irmiver of repayments:
(a) Shadow exchanr{8 rate of 0.371 x exchange equivalent per-
(b) Currency depreciation of l5.1v/, raise (a) by .00007
(c) ',[giver on installments and interest, approximately
rv tal_0 . - i~2 .OOOBl}
50';~ of (8.) =
Sources: Appendix It: Tables lJ and lit; Appendix B: Tables ]. and 2.
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Appendix A: Table 15. (continued)
8See page 7.
bqi6.9 million plus ;$0.2million.
'-':'::;c..u,..;. c...=_:'-:":;'·-'-"_"'.c:.':LC_,'---'",".~~"'-"'''''''''~- .........-'-='"'" ....... ""c..:...;,,:.=;..o.._,_C,:_t,,·~"--'-'.~ "-""":'-~~-'~~-- -~.. .,,-= ....~-~-.----
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Appendix LI.: Table 16. FISCAL YEAR 1966 LOAN DATA AND GPJ\.N1'RATIOS
Recipient Loan (millions Terms
a Grant ratio
country of dollars) iG G iT
T
Near East 8: South Asia,
Afghanistan 0.80 1 10 2.5
40 0.757434
2.00 1 10 2.5 40 0.757lj,J!,J-
India 50.00 1 10 2.5
40 0.7574Y~
100.00 1 10 2.5 40 0.75743h
150.00 1 10 2.5 lW 0.757434
Iran 6.50 3.5 5 3.5
25 0.479558
Israel 10.00 3.5 5 3.5
25 0)+79558
Jordan 1.60 1
10 2.5 40 o.757L~34
6.30 1 10 2.5 lW 0.757434
Pakistan 50.00 1
10 2.5 40 0.757434
70.00 1 10 2.5 40 0.7574YI-
Turkey 70.00 1
10 2.5 40 0.757434
3.60 1 10 2.5 LW 0.757434
12.30 1 10 2.5 40 0.757434
28.10 1 10 2.5 40 0.757434
15.00 1 10 2.5 L~O 0.757434
Latin America
Bolivia 5.00 1
10 2.5 40 0.757434
4.30 1 10 2.5 40 0.7574)4
2.10 1 10 2.5 40 o.7574Y~
1.10 1 10 2.5 40 o. 757l~34
See notations at end of table.
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Appendix A: Table 16. (continued)
Recipient Loan (millions Terms
a Grant ratio
country of dollars) iG G iT
T
Bolivia (continued) 4.75 1 5 2.5
30 0.641999
4.75 1 10 2.5 lW 0.757434
3razi1 8.90 1 10
2.5 40 0.757434
11.00 1 10 2.5 40 0.7574Jl}
150.00 1 10 2.5 40 0.757434-
2.50 1 10 2.5 40 0.757
l}34
2.60 1 10 2.5 40 0.757
ll-Jl}
20.00 1 10 2.5 Lt.-O 0.757434-
0.40 1 10 2.5 LW 0.7574Jll-
20.00 1 10 2.5 LI-O 0.757434
13.30 1 10 2.5 LtO 0.757434
Chile 80.00 1
10 2.5 40 0.757434
10.00 1 10 2.5 40 0.757
l}34
Colombia 65.00 1
10 2.5 40 0.757434-
8.50 1 10 2.5 40 0.757434-
8.00 1 10 2.5 40 0.757434
Costa Rica 0.50 1
10 2.5 40 0.757434
Dominican Republic 5.00 1
10 2.5 40 0.7574Y"
9.50 1 10 2.5 40 0.75743
L}
Ecuador 2.00
1 10 2.5 ll-O 0.757434
E1 Salvador 1.64
1 10 2.5 ll-O 0.?574Y~
Guatemala 1.55
1 10 2.5 LtO 0.757434
See nota tions at end of t-.~b1e.
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Appendix fl.: Table 16. (continued)
Recipient Loan (millions Termsa Grant ratio
country of dollars) iG G iT T
Guyana 2.00 1 10 2.5 40 0.757434
2.00 1 10 2.5 40 O. 75743l~
Ronduras 5.20 1 10 2.5 40 0.757434
1.17 1 10 2.5 lW 0.757434
0.50 1 10 2.5 LtO 0.7574JlJ
3.00 1 10 2.5 40 o. 75743L~
I'Jic~.ragua 2.07 1 10 2.5 40 0.7574)ll-
1.50 1 10 2.5 11-0 0.7574Jll-
2.00 1 10 2.5 40 0.7574Jh
5.00 1 10 2.5 LI-O 0.757L~34
3.70 1 10 2.5 40 0.757434
Panama 1.70 1 10 2.5 40 0.7574)4-
4.00 1 10 2.5 40 0.757434
2.10 1 10 2.5 40 0.7574)4-
Paraguay l~.68 1 10 2.5 40 0.757434
LI-.70 1 10 2.5 40 0.757ll-Yl-
Peru 2.10 1 10 2.5 40 0.757LI-)4-
1.60 1 10 2.5 40 0.757l1-34
9.00 1 10 2.5 L}O 0.7571})4-
Uru,Sl1a.y 5.00 1 10 2.5 40 0.757434
Far East
Korea 2.00 1 10 2.5 LtO 0.75711-}4
See notations at end of table.
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Appendix A: Table 16. (continued)----
Recipient Loan (millions Terms
a Grant ratio-.-
country of dollars) iG
r: iT T\J
Korea (continued) 10.00 1 10 2.5
40 0.757!+Ji+
).00 1 10 2.5 LW 0.757434
22.50 1 10 2.5 40 O. 757'~34
).76 1 10 2.5 LI-O 0.7574:;"
1.65 1 10 2.5 40 0.7574:;"
5.81 1 10 2.5 LW 0.757434
18.60 1 10 2.5 40 0.757434
3.50 1 10 2.5 40 0.757[1-34
4.20 1 10 2.5 40 0.7574:;"
5.00 1 10 2.5 40 0.757434
Africa
Cilmeroon 0.60 1
10 2.5 40 0.757L"Y.l-
East Africa Regional 0.85
1 10 2.5 lW 0.757431J-
0.70 1 10 2·.5 40 0.757
1+)4
Ethiopia 21.70 1
10 2.5 LW 0.7574311-
8.00 4 5 1l- 20 0.411523
0.225 1 10 2.5 40 0.7574:;"
Guinea 3.00 1
10 2.5 ho 0.757LI-34
0.15 1 10 2.5 LW O.75743
1l-
Kenya o • ILl- 1
10 2.5 1.1-0 0.7574)4
Liberia 1.50
1 10 2.5 40 0.757LI-)4
}'ia1awi 0.20 1
10 2.5 40 O.7574Y+
See notations at end of table.
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Appendix /.I.: Table 16. (continued)
Total
Loan (millions Terms 8. Grant ratio
of dollars) ir, G iT T
iJ
2.40 1 10 2.5 40 O. 757l~34
0.15 5.5 J 5.5 15 0.255868
1.60 1 10 2.5 Lro 0.75743L{-
3.00 1 10 2•.5 LW 0.7.57ll-J4
.5.90 1 10 2•.5 40 0.7.57lI-34
3.325 .5.5 J .5•.5 15 0.2.5.5868
1.30 1 10 2•.5 40 0.7.57ll-J4
0.14 1 10 2•.5 40 0.7.574311-
1.5.00 1 10 2•.5 ItO 0.757Li-Yi-
0.6.5 1 10 2.5 LW 0.7.574Yi-











Source: U.S. President. The Foreign Assistance Program. Annual
Report to Congress, Fiscal Year 1966.
a. . t t d . "b fl~ "" In eres ur-a.nggrace years; 'J = num er 0 grace years;
~T = interest during remainder of loan; and T = total number of years
In the loan.
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t.Dpen.d:i:r j\: Tr.!.ble 18. ?ISC.AIJ YEJlE 1965 r;HAl«T EIIE~.HE'(rT AND TFU~DII·JG
:TACTOn,s DJt TJ\
Development Loaris See ?isc2.1 Year 196.5 Loan Data and 'Jrant
EaUos (Appendix ic: Table 20).
SUDPortinu Assistance lot of counterpart flJndq ;::enerated is
reserved for U.S.-uses.c,
All other A.I.D. and Peace Corps funds
are valued as 100S'S r::rants.
'r-j en ,',"j (l ( \••. ,- r •. 1 0:1) 92.12~{ (see Operations Report) of A.LD.financed commodities (I:1,19I:6 nriLl i on)
purchased in U. S., p'l us Sxirnbank loans
..f ·j')13.5? ']] ,o ',"f' .• _ m:I... lon.
Local Currency Loans (;0;2)
1. Development ;;'; of Devel,~pment, LOfl.ns
b::: :S~l.j.,88t5" 760
(a ssumed 20;:; retaJnecl for LT.,). -use).
Aver-a ze terms 8.re 1;:1, interest on 10 years
grace 'and lW years ma turi ty at 2+:/ inter-
est (7.5.7~' r:;rant ratio).
2. PL I}80 31,1[1-2,000,000, of wh i ch U.S.-use f'und s are
~lll-e,57L~,200 and recipient country-use funds
arep993,LI-25,800. Of country-use funds,
$333,989,800 (33.61) are rrants and
$659,436,000 (66.lv;{) are loans. Averar-:e loan
terms are approximately 10 years 'Crace at
l'~"interest and I·W year matur-t ties at 2i;{
interest (75.7f{ grant ratio).
!:i:ximbank Approxirna te ave rage terms are 5+;i: i,nterest
on 14 year ma.turi ties and 2 years rr,race.
PI, [1-80 Dollar Sales Assumed !1ve!'ar:e terms are 2M~ interest on
.30 year ma t.ur-t ties and 8 years r:rD.ce.
71~.J is the avera ge percent of PIJ ll-80
collections earmarked for country-use.
Sources: j\1exis S. Lachman, The LOC8.1Currency Proceeds of P'oroio;n Aid,
O.E.C.D. t Faris, 1969; u.s. President, The F'oreif;D Assistance Pro.":ram, -
Annual Report to the Congress, ?iscal Year 19',2;5;Agency for International
Deve'Lo pment., Q2erations~?rt, ,June 30, 1965; rPort-Import Bank of
,,"Yashinr:ton, Report to the Congress, June 30, 190:2,; u.s. Der~'lrtment of
Agriculture, F.L ll-80 Concessional Sales, September, 1970.
aSee Lachman, The Local Currency Proceeds of _;;'oreign /dd, p, L}.
bSee O.E.C.D., Resources for the Developing dorld, 1962-1968,
Paris, 1970, p, 2M,.
c~0ee Lachman. The Local Currency Proceeds of Foreign A}E, p. 16.





Tied aid consists of (1) $1,191•6 million (92.12% of A.I.D.
funds used for domestic cormnodity purchases) less :])517.Lf million
(h01J of A.LD. funds vhich is a s s umed to be the "normal" amount
of exports attributable to an equivalent amount of untied aid)a
plus (2) ;~2f35.2 million of Eximbank loans whLch equals ;j)1,109.4
million. 'l'his tied aid divided by $Lf,271.Lf million total aid
equals 26.0 (percent of tied aid).
P,vorld - PU.S.
26.0'/0 x P =wurld
.2o
/C x 102.0 - 117
102.8 =
.260 x -.1381 = -0.0359
g2--Local Currency Loans
;~1,11f2.0






of whi ch 64.8
and 20.8




u. s. -use funds
country-use funds
33.6% grants (see Apperid Lx A: crable 1(3)
66.4% reloaned funds (see Appendix A: 'l'able 18)
grant equivalent (75. 75b)
exchange equivalent
See notations at end of table.
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Appendix A: Table 19. (continued)
'I'hetotal grant ratio is: :P864.5 million
it 3.3
6Lt .8
$972.6 divided by $1,142.0 = .8517
Development Loans
million total aid
of' whd ch 26.4 grant Equivalent (75.7~0)
and 8.5 exchange equivalent
minus u.s. -use funds
equals 1.5 country-use funds
of wh i ch 0.5 33.6r;b grants (see Appendix A: 'I'ab Le 18)
and 1.0 66.lt% reloaned funds (see Appendix A: 'fable 1I:l)
of wh i.ch 0.8 grant Equivalent (75.7~b)
and 0.2 exchange equivalent




$27.7 divided by $34.9 = .7937
Application of the sha~ow exchange rate ratio plus depreciation
and "aiver of repayments:
(a) Shadow exchange rate of 0.371 x exchange equIvalent per-
centage of .00Lt91 (;~21.0b/$L. ,271.1t)= .00182
(b) Currency depreciation of 15.4%, raise (a) by .00028
(c) HalveI' on installments and interest, approximately
50~J of (a) = .00091
Appendix A: 'I'abLe 19. (continued)
Sources: Appendix A: 'I'ables 17 and 18; Appendix B: 'l'ables 1 and 2.
aSee page 7.








Appendix I\.: rrable 20. FISCALY]~AH19(5 LOANDATA AIlDGHAlfTRA.TIOS
1'Je<'").rEast & .30uJ:.hAsia
Afgha.nistan 0.30 0.75 10
2 LW 0.785805
India. 10.00 1
10 2.5 LW 0.757h34
3.80 1 10 2.5
LtO 0.7574Jll-
190.00 1 10 2.5
lta 0.757434
3.50 1 10 2.5 40
O.757[r34
32.30 1 10 2.5
40 0.757434
16.50 1 10 2.5
Lra 0.757Lj.34
Israel 7.00 3.5
5 3.5 20 0.t~45fn7
9.00 3.5 5 3.5
20 0.445817
4.00 3.5 5 3.5 20
0.445817
Jordan
1.64 1 10 2.5 40
0.757434
Nepal
1.00 1 10 2.5
Ita 0.757Lj.Yj.
Pakistan
140.00 0.75 10 2
Lj.O 0.785805
0.50 1 10 2.5
l}Q 0.757434
15.00 1 10 2.5
40 0.7574)Lr
2.70 1 10 2.5
Lr0 0.757434
8.20 1 10 2.5 40
0.7574)4
4.80 1 10 2.5 40
0.7574)Lr
8.50 1 10 2.5 40
0.7574YI-
Turkey
5.90 1 10 2.5
ll-O 0.7574Yl-
.~
80.00 1 10 2.5 40
O.7574)Ll-
;:~
See notations at end of table.
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country of dollars) iG G iT T
Turkey (continued) 6.40 1
10 2.5 40 0.7574}4-
7.69 1 10 2.5 40
0.757L!-34
2.75 1 10 2.5 40
0.757434
4.0 1 10 2.5
l~O 0.757434
LW.O 1 10 2.5 40 O.757
Ll-Y"
Costa Rica
0.60 0.75 10 2 40
0.785805
150.00 1 10 2.5
40 0.7574YI- l,i
1.00 1 10 2.5
Lyo 0.757434 $.~
0.80 1 10 1
40 0.795139
11.ltO 1 10 2.5
LW o. 7574Y~
1.96 1 10 2.5
40 o. 757L~Y·~
15.00 1 10 2.5
40 0.7574)1-1-
25.00 1 10 2.5
40 0.7574Yl-
15.00 1 10 2.5
1}0 0.757i}}4-
3.30 0.75 10 2
lfO 0.785805
80.00 1 10 2.5
40 0.7574}4-
6.00 1 10 2.5
LyO o. 7574Y~
3.65 1 10 2.5
lYO 0.7574)1}
3.60 1 10 2.5 40
0.7571l-Yl-
1.30 1 10 2.5
/1-0 0.7574}4-





See notations at end of ~~b1e.
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P.r·t·J.J 1. 1.sh Guiana 5.50
See notations at end of table.
1 10 2.5 L1-O
1 10 2.5 40











0.75 10 1 40
1 10 2.5 40
1 3 3.5 25
3.5 5 3.5 25
0.75 10 2
1 10 2.5 40
1 10 2.5 LI-O
































Appendix p-_ T bl 20'- a e • (continued)
Recipient Loan (millions
Termsa Grant ratio
country of dollars) L
G iT r
\.1
Central America 35.00 1 10 2.5
40 0.757434













3.20 1 10 2.5
40 0.757434-
1.00 0.75 10 2
ll-O 0.785805
1.40 1 10 2.5 40
0.7574Y}
0.55 1 10 2.5
LtO 0.75711-34
7.20 1 10 2.5
40 0.757434
1.55 1 10 2.5
40 0.757434-
O.ttO 1 10 2.5 40
O.7574YI-
0.15 1 10 2.5
40 0.757434-
2.70 1 10 2.5
40 0.7574Y}
7.60 1 10 2.5
LI-O 0.757i}34
2.80 1 10 2.5 40
0.757434-
0.60 5.5 :3 5.5 15
0.255868
0.125 0.75 10 2
40 0.785805
0.075 0.75 10 2
40 0.785805










See no ta td.onsat And of table.
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Tunisia ( cont,inued) 6.75
1 10 2.5 40
O.7571}YI-
Hisce11aneous 3.351





Source: U.S. President, The foreign Ass.i§taE.E~Pr9..5ra!!!, Annual
Report to the Congress, Fiscal Year 1965.
ail"' ::::interest during grace years; G ::::number of g:cace years;
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Appendix A: Table 22. FISCALYEAR 1961} GRA.NTELFHENTAND TRADING
!rJ\.CTORSDArrA----...--------------------
Development Loans
See Fiscal Year 1961} Loan Data and Grant
P..atios (Appendix A: Table 24).
Supportinro: Assist.ance
109; of counterpart fund~ generated is
reserved for U.s.-uses.
All other A.1.D. a,nd Peace Corps funds
are valued as 100% grants.Other
Tied Aid (0' )~jl
86.38% (see ~ations Report) of A.LD.
financed COl11lT'.odities (;p993.5 million)
purchased in U.S., plus Eximbank loans
of $601.1 million.
Local Currency Loans (g2)
1. Development
Assumed 57~of Development Loans =
?65,7J4,30£ (assumed 20:fl;rete.ined for
U.s.-use). Average terms are 0.75%
interest on 10 years grace, and 40 year
maturities at 2% interest (78.6% grant
ratio) •
.Pl,056,OOO,000, of which U.s.-use funds
are ~~180,787 ,200 and recipient country-use
funds are $875,212,800. Of country-u~e
funds, ~n98,221,800 (1+5.5%) are grants
and $476,991,000 (91-.510,)are loans.
Assumed average loan terms are l~~'int.erest
on 10 years grace and 2~30 interest on Ll-O
years maturity (75.7/, grant ratio).
2. PL Il-80
Eximbank
Approximate average terms are 5-3/Lv::t inter-
est on 12.5 year w~turities and 2.5 years
grace.
Assumed average terms are 2% interest on
30 year maturities and 8 years grace.
71}.3 is the average percent of PL 480collections earmarked for country-use.
PL Lf.80 Dollar Sales
PL 1+80 Barter
Sources: Alexis. Lachman The Local currency Proceeds of Foreign Aid,
a.E.C.D., PariS, 1969; u.s.'President, ~e F'oreignAssistance Program,Annual Report to the CongreSS, Fiscal Ye.r 1964;Agency for International
llevelopment, DEerations Report. June 30, 196"; Export-Import Bank of
~aS~ington Re ort to the congress June 0 19~; U.S. Department of
gr~culture, P.L. reO Concessiona1 Sal~, September. 1970.___ ;;...----- -
aSee Lachman,
bSee Lachman,
The Local Currency Proceeds of Foreign Aid, p. 1+._-
The Local Curre~Z Proceeds of Foreign Aid, p. 16._-
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Appendix A: Table 23. FISCAL yEAH 1961t THADING FAC'I.'OHAND LOCAL
CUHRENCY GHANT HATIO CALCULA'I'IONS
g --Tied Aid
1 Tied aid consists of (1) $993.5 million (86.38% of A.I.D.
funds used for domestic commodity purchases) less $460.1 million
(LI0')0 of A. I.D. funds vhf.ch is assUllledto be the "normal" amount
of exports attributable to an equivalent amount of untied aid)a
plus (2) ;P601.1 million of Eximbank loans vhlch equals ;~1,134.5
million. 'I'histied aid divided by $4,363.7 million total aid
equals 26.0 (percent of tied aid).
P Ld - Pu S'-war • •
26.0% x - =P,wrld
6
101.8 - 112
.2 0 x 101.8 ==
.260 x _.1002 = _0.0260
g2--Local Currency Loans
P.L. 480 Title 1
million total aid
of vh Lch 799.4 grant equivalent (75.7%)
and 256.6 exchange equivalent
minus 180.8 U.S.-use funds
equals 75.8 country-use funds1.5.5%grants (see Appendix A: Table 22)
5
4
.5% reloaned funds (see Appendix A: 'I'a bLe 22)of wh i.cb
and lt1.3
31.3 grant equivalent (75.7%)
of vh Ich
and 1: J • ,-,' exchange equlvalent
('oee notations at end of table.
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Appendix A: 'I'a b Le 23. (continued)
'l'hetotal grant ratio is: ip799.4million
321-.5
31.3
$865.2 divided by $1,056•0::: .8193
Development Loans
:1,65.7 million total aid
of wrri.ch 51.6 grant equivalent (78.6~0)
and 11+.1 exchange equivalent
minus 13.1 U.s.-use funds




11-5.5~b grants (see Appendix A: 'l'able22)




and 0.1 exchange equivalent
'I'he total grant ratio is: $51.6 million0.5
0.4-
$52.5 divided by $65.7::: .7991
Application of the shadoVlexchange rate ratio plus depreciation
and wa Lver of repayments:
(a) Shadov exchange rate of 0.371 x exchange equivalent per-
centage of .00231 ($10.lb/:j,Ll-,363.7):::
(b) Currency depreciation of 15.4%, raise (a) by
.00085
.00013





-------_._-_._------------_._._--------Appendix A: Table 23. (continued)
S011!~.: Appendix A: 'rabIes 21 and 22; Append:L'CB: Tables land 2.
aSee page 7.
h"lO 0 "11' 1 ':'0 1 "11"{? • rm. a.on p us ;j>. nn. :!.on.
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i:--'G 'i rn~T 1
IT
Near East Pc South Asia.
Afghanistan 7.70 0.75 10
2 40 0.785805
2.00 0.75 10 2 L~O 0.785805
Greece 7.70 3.5 5
3.5 25 0.L~79558
'r l' 225.00 0.75 10 2
L~O 0.7B5805
.mcn,a
50.00 0.75 10 2 40 O.735B05
23.00 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
11.80 0.75 10 2 lW 0.785805
7.80 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
7.20 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
3.10 0.75 10 2 40 0.785f305
2.95 0.75 10 2 L~O 0.785805
2.00 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
Iran
1.50 3.5 3 3.5 20 0.LaB494
Israel
12.00 3.5 5 3.5 20 0.4L~5817
8.00 3.5 5 3.5 20 0.4L~)817
~~epal
1.00 0.75 10 0.75 40 0.£317226
Pakistan
100.00 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
18.10 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
18.10 0.75 10 2 L~O 0.785805
11,~.00 0.75 10 2 11-0 0.785805
12.50 0.75 10 2 1~0 0.785805
See notations at end of table.
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Appendix A: 'fa,ble2l}. (continued)_----
Recipient (millions
Termsa Grant ratioLoan ----------._-_.
country of dollars) ir;
G iT T
u ---.---
Pakti s tan (continued) 10.LI-O 0.75
10 2 40 0.785805
8.70 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
8.50 0.75 10 2 l}O 0.785605
7.53 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
7.20 0.75 10 2 iW 0.785805
6.00 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
3.80 0.75 10 2 L}Q 0.785805
3.60 0.75 10 2 l}Q 0.785805
3)1-0 0.75 10 2 iW 0.785805
2.80 0.75 10 2 LW 0.785805
2.70 0.75 10 2 LW 0.785805
Turkey 70.00
0.75 10 2 L~O 0.785805
20 .L~O 0.75 10 2 1-W 0.785805
18.10 0.75 10 2 LyO 0.785805
Ly.40 0.75 10 2 L}O 0.785805
il-.OO 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
2.50 0.75 10 2 lj-Q 0.785805
1.10 0.75 10 2 l}O 0.785805
0.32 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
~a tin America,
Argentina 6.80 0.75
10 2 lW 0.785805
l.l~O 0.75 10 0.75 ira 0.817226
See notations at end of table.
-"~-""..-;~,.,_--,-'_'-""-"=:'''''_''''= __'''=:'~:=c-,:,::::~=''''''''''-==~=-. ..=.=.,-,-=--:.,=,,,,,,~-=. =""-"=~-,-=-=--=~-.:..--:".~;~~--::.~:~~-;..,..-.-;..- -""'------
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Appendix 11.: Table 2L~. (continued) -- .--
Recipient Loa.n(millions Terms
a Grant ratio
country of dollars) iG G iT
T
Bolivia 33.20 0.75 10
2 40 0.7851305
3.70 0.75 ho 0.697991
2.L~0 0.75 10 2 ltO 0.785805
0.65 5.75 10 0.156)49
0.60 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
:3razi1 20.40 0.75
10 2 40 0.785805
20.00 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
16.70 0.75 10 2 I~O 0.785805
15.00 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
7.40 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
7.00 0.75 10 2 lW 0.785805
6.50 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
5.50 0.75 10 2 ltO 0.785805
5.30 0.75 10 0.75 ltO 0.817226
4.30 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
2.70 0.75 10 2 LW 0.785805
2.LW 0.75 40 0.697991
1.40 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
0.80 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
Chile 55.00 0.75
10 2 40 0.785805
8.70 0.75 10 2 lj-Q 0.785805
7.00 0.75 10 0.75 iW 0.817226
See notations at end of table.
_,,_w~-;:o:::: ':-:o~-~ .--'C'-."_";_~"-~"""""<'-"-~'"""~~""""'-*'"'-''''":'
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Appendix A: Table 2L~• (continued)
Recipient Loan (millions
Terms a Grant ratio





2.10 0.75 10 2 LW 0.785805
Colombi<.t 60.00 0.75
10 2 40 0.785805
10.00 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
L~.OO 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
1.30 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
0.45 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
0.25 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
Costa Rica 5.00
0.75 10 0.75 LW 0.817226
1.60 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
1.LW 0.75 40 0.697991
Ecuador 13.30
0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
1.60 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
1.20 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
0.65 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
El Salvador 5.20
0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
3.10 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
0.70 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
Guatemala 2.00
0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
0.70 0.75 10 2 l.\-O 0.785805
Honduras 5.00
0.75 10 2 lW 0.785805
2.00 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
See notations at end of table.
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2.00 3.5 20 0.368985
Panama 5.10
0.75 10 0.75 L~ 0.817226
2.40 0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
Paraguay 3.00
0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
Peru 12.10
0.75 10 2 49 0.805094
6.60 0.75 10 2 40
0.785805
6.00 0.75 10 2 40
0.785805
2.20 0.75 10 2 40
0.785805
2.00 0.75 10 0.75 40
0.817226
1.90 0.75 10 2 40
0.785805
Regional 10.00




0.75 10 2 40 0.785805




11.00 0.75 10 2 40
0.785805
2.40 0.75 10 2 40
0.785805
7.75 0.75 10 2
40 0.785805
8.40 0.75 10 2 40
0.785805
See notations at end of table.
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Appendix A: rrable 24. (continued)
Recipient Loa.n (millions
Termsa Grant ratio





0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
East Africa 1.50
0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
Ethiopia 0.70
0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
Ivory Coast 5.00
0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
Liberia 7.00
0.75 10 2 L~O 0.785805
0.35 0.75 10 2
40 0.785805
Bali
1.10 0.75 10 2 40
0.785805
Horocco 2.30
0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
Niger
1.t>O 0.75 10 2 40
0.785805
Nigeria
14.00 0.75 10 2
40 0.785805
8.60 0.75 10 2 40
0.785805




1.80 0.75 10 2
40 0.785805
Senegal 1.30
0.75 10 2 40 0.785805
Tanganyika
1.90 0.75 10 2
40 0.785805
1.00 0.75 10 2
40 0.785805
0.85 0.75 10 2
IW 0.785805





7.40 0.75 10 2
1.tQ 0.785805
See notations at end of table.
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Appendix A: 'I'abl,e 24. (continued)
Recipient Loan (millions Terms
a Grant ratio
country of dollars) iG
,. iT Tu
'I'urri s'i.a (continued) 2.00 0.75 10 2
40 0.785805
0.80 5.75 17 0.220671
Uganda 0.40 0.75 10
2 40 0.785805




Source: u.s. President, The Foreign Assistance Program, Annual
Report to the Congress, Fiscal Year 1964.
ai :::interest during grace yee.rs; G :::number of grace years;~T :::inte~est during remainder of loan; and T :::total number of years
In the loan.
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Appendix A: Table 26. FISCALYEAR1963 GRANTELEMENTANDTRADING
FACTORSDNfA
Development Loans Approxilna te average terms are 0. 755{, inter-est on both 10 years grace and 40 years
maturity.
Supporting Assistance 107~of counterpart fund~ ~enerated isreserved for U.S.-uses.
other
All other A.I.D. and Peace Corps funds are
valued as 1001~ grants.
78.977~ (see Operations Report) of A.LD.
financed commodities ($905 million) pur-
chased in U.S., plus Eximbank loans ~f
$564.9 million.
Local Currency Loans (g2)
1. Development
2. PL 480
Assumed 10% of Development Loans =
*128,797,OgO (assumed 20% retained for
U.s.-use). Terms are the same as other
Development Loans (81. 7J, grant ratio).
$1,088,000,000, of "Thich U.S.-use funds
are $165,702,400 and recipient country-use
funds are :1>922,297,600. Of country-use
funds, $415,033,90S (45.0%) are grants and
$507,263,700 (55.0';{') are loans. Assumed
average terms are 0.75% interest on 10
years grace and 17i)interest on 3.5 years
maturity (79.1.v;~ r;rant ratio).
E'..dmbank
Approx:i!1'k'lteaverage terms are 5. 7.5'!~'inter-
est on 11.5 year ~nturities and 2~ years
grace.
PL 480 Dollar Sales
Assumed averar:e terms are l+'){ interest on
30 year maturities and 8 years grace.
PL 480 Parter
74.3 is the average percent of PL 480
collections earmarked for country-use.
Sources: Alexis E. Lachman. The Local Currency Proceeds of Foreign Aid
O.E.C.D., Paris, 1969; Mr,ency for Intornation~ ..l Development, ODerations'
Rapor-t., June 30, 1963; ~.E.0~t-ImDort ~of liJa~hin,;ton1. H~jl..?..!~.to_,~he"
~<?ngress, June JQ..t.-1:9Ji2; U.s. Department of Agnculture, P.t •..:?~BO Con-
cession,al Sale~, September, 1970.
a
3ee
Lachman, ~~~_suroc~eds of.. F'oreir:l]_Aid, p, l~.
b T h The Local Currency Proceeds of F'oreir'D j\.-id 1 (-See "-,ac..man, ..:.:..:--..-----~------ .......-... ' ',' p. ~._).
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Appendix A: Table 27. FISCAL YEAR 1963 ?hADING FACTORS AND LOCAL
CUHRENCY GHANT IWfIO CALCULA'l'IONS
g --Tied Aid
1
Tied aid consists of (1) $905.0 million (78.97% of A.I.D.
funds used for domestic commodity purchases) less $458.4 million
(40% of A. 1.D. funds which is assumed to be the "normal" amount
of exports attributable to an equivalent amount of untied aid)a
plus (2) :$56L'.9 million of Eximbank loans whf.ch equals $1,011.5
million. This tied aid divided by $4,472.3 million total aid
equals 22.6 (percent of tied aid).
22.6% x
p - Pworld U.S.
Pworld ==
.226 x 100.3 - 112
100.3 =
.226 x -.1167 == -.0264











P.L. 480 Title 1
million total aid




45.0% grants (see Appendix A: Table 26)
55.0% reloaned funds (see Appendix A: 'l'able26)
grant equivalent (79.Lf~{,)
exchange equivalent
See notations at end of table.
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Appendix A: Table 27. (continued)
The total grant ratio is: $863.9 million
26.3
25·2
$915.7 divided by $1,088.0 == .8416
Development Loans
$128.8 million total aid
of which 105.2 grant equivalent (81.7%)
and 23.6 exchange equivalent
minus 25.8 u.s.-use funds
equals -2.2
'These~1)2.2million U.S.-use funds must be procured from the
lent of ;tl03.0million. The total grant ratio is $103.
0 divided
grant equivalent funds, therefore equaling a total grant equiva-
by $128.8 == .7997.
Application of the shadow exchange rate ratio plus depreciation
and waiver of repayments:
(a) Shadow exchange rate of 0.371 x exchange equivalent per-
centage of .0011~7($6.6/$4,472.3) ==
(b) Currency depreciation of 15.45£, raise (a) by
.00008
(c) Haiver on installments and interest, approximately
Total g2
.00027
.0008950% of (a) ==
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Appendrx A: Table 29. FISCAL YEAE1962 GEAIlTELEIoJ8wr AYD TPJi.DIITG
FACTORSDATA
,__ _._ _-_ -...- ----_ ..--_._._---_._ _ .._._-_ _ _- --_._-----------_. __ ._---_.__ ._--
Development Loans
Approximate avera.p;e terms are 0.75'Y. 'inter-
est on both 11:) Y'~r:.r~c; ,'r2.ce and L~O Y8-'lr[)
rn8. t11"('j +v,




1"11 other A.1.D. and Peace Corps funds
are valued as lOO,?~grD.nts.
'P'"l eel }I -j d (r:f' )--'~l
66.29::'; (sr~8 Operations Report) of A I D
financed corr;od'l ties-r~ 586rnIllion) •p~r~
chased in U.S., plus Eximbank loans ~f
$58L:-.5 million.
LOC'll Cur-r-ency Loans (G2)
1. Development
2. PL 1~,80
Assu..med2OJ:: of Development L01:ms 0=
:>219,283,8~O (assumed' 20f{ retained for
U.s.-use).' Terms are the same as other
Development Loam~ (81.71, r~rant rn t.i.o) ,
;;1.030,000,000, of Hhich U.S.-use funds are
~18L~~370 ,000 and recipi<:mt country-use funds
ar o :pi3l:-5,630,OOO. Of country-us", funds,
l,lW2,097,lOO (lr7.h\?) are O'rants and
VIlV3,532,900 (52.J-V1) are loans. As sumed
averaQ:e terms are O. 7.5'f!. interest on 10
1 1"/ . t t ")r:years grace am.. ".' l.n ~er8S ~ on .J.) years
m2.tudty (79.lVi~ ~rant r,9.tio).
::_;;ximhank
Apnro:dmate averarj8 terms are 5.7S,{ in+,or-
est on 13 year rr.2..turj t:i.8S and 2~ years
:o;race.
PL ll·eO Dol19.r Sales
Asst1!Y!edaveraQ;e terms are 1<':· interest on
30 year Illc'l.turities and '3 years rr,race.
PI. ih30 ,::arter
?ii" J is the averC"ge percent of PL i.}80
collections earmarked for country-uso.
'3o_~: Alexis E. Lachman. The LacE CUE:'ency Proceeds 9f ?oreim Aid,
O.2.C.D. Paris, 191)9; AgencY for InternatJonal Development, Operations• 6 t D 1, f ',I h' ~t R tRenort, June 30, 19 2; !~)cport-Impor LanY.0 .;"a~. ln~, on, "e?or,!::.2_._tbs:
~On"r2$$,~~ 1962; U.S. Degartment of ,.gnculture, I·.::. '':IlQ
Conces s'i onaL Sales, September,1_., 70.----------- -
a,.., Lachman, The Local
Currenc,;y_Proceeds of
Foreign Aid, p. L} •
Joe ---
bc' The Local Currency
Proceeds of Ii' . J\id, 16.
,>8e Lachm9.n, _------"'"
_'o_!'elrJ1 p.
Appendix A: Table 30. FISCAL YEAR 1962 TRADING FACTORS AND LOCAL
CURRENCY GI{ANT RATIO CALCULATIONS
g --Tied Aid
1
Tied aid consists of (1) :1>586.0million (66.29% of A.LD.
funds used for domestic conunodity purchases) less *353.6 million
(210% of A.LD. funds which is assumed to be the "normal" amount
of exports attributable to an equivalent amount of untied aid)a
plus (2) $584.5 million of Eximbank loans Vlhich equals *816.9
million. This tied aid divided by :~2,,6)1-9.)jmillion total aid




= J ~16 99.
2 - 112
• - r X 99.2 =
.176 x - .1290 = -0.0227
g2--Local Currency Loans















lt7.6% grants (see Appendix A: rrable 29)
52.2t% reloaned funds (see Appendix A: Table 29)
grant equivalent (79),~t)
exchange equivalent
See notations at end of table.
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Appendix A: Table 30. (continued)
The total grant ratio is: :~817.8 million
13.2
11.6
$842.6 divided by $1,030.0 = .8181
Development Loans
million total aid
of vrhich 179.2 grant equivalent (81.7)0
and LtO.l exchange equivalent
minus 43.9 u.s.-use funds
equals -3.8
These $3.8 million U.s.-use funds must be procured from the
grant equivalent funds, therefore equaling a total grant equiva-
lent of :~175)t million. 'The total grant ratio is $175.4 divided
by $219.3 = .7998.
Application of the shadow exchange rate ratio plus depreciation
and wa i,ver of repayments:
(a) Shado,! exchange rate of 0.371 x exchange equivalent per-
centage of .00064 ($3.0/$4 ,649.Lt) = .00023
.00003(b) Currency depreciation of 15.4%, raise (a) by
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Approximate average terms are 0.75% inter-
est on both 10 years grace and 37.5 years
maturity.
101G of counterpart funds generated is
reserved for U.s.-usas.a
All other r.C.A? funds are valued as 100%
grants.
4lJ..17;b(see 2,Eerations Regort) of I.e.A.
financed commodities ($46 million) pur-
chased in U.S •• plus Eximbank loans of
$852•0 million.
Assumed 60;6 of Development Loans =
$392,664,000 (assumed 20~/·retained forU.s.-use)c at the same terms as other
Development Loans (80.9/{ grant ratio) •
$951,000,000. of which U.S.-use funds are
$250,303,200 and recipient country-usefunds are $700,696,800. Of country-use
funds, $325.91--3,700 (46.5'1;)are errants
and $375,153,100 (53.5is) are loa~s.
Assumed average terms are 0.75~ interest
during 10 years grace and l1~interest on
30 years maturity (77.)% grant ratio).
Approximate average terms are 5.75% inter-
est on 10.5 year maturities and It years
grace.
7l~. 3 is the average percent of PL l~80
collections earmarked for country-use.
Sources: Alexis E. Lachman, The Local curren?y Proc?eds of Foreign Aid,
O.E.C.D., PariS, 1969; International 9ooperatlo~ ~dmlnistration, ~tions
Report, June 30, 1961; Ex ort-Im ort Bank ~f Ha~hlngton floort to the --
con~ss! June20• 1961; U.S. Department of Agrlculture , P.L. }80 Conces-
sional Sales, September, 1970.




Lachman, The Local Currency ~roceeds of Foreign Aid, p. 16.
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Appendix A: Table 33. FISCAL YEAR 1961 TRADING FACTORS AND LOCAL
CURHENCY GRANT BATIO CALCUIA'I'IONS
Tied aid consists of (1) $466.0 million (44.17% of I.C.A.
f'und s used for domestic commodity purchases) less $1.22.0 million
of exports attributable to an equivalent amount of untied aid)a
(1.0% of 1.C .A. funds which is asswned to be the "normal" amount
plus (2) $852•0 million of Eximbanlc loans which equals $896.
0
million. This tied aid divided by $4,276•2 million total aid
equals 21.0 (percent of tied aid).
Pvrorld - PU.S.
21.0% x P 11wor (
:::
.210 x 100.2 - 112 :::
100.2
.210 x -.1178::: -0.021.7
g2--Local Currency Loans
P.L. 480 Title 1
~1;951.0 million total
aid







These *34.1. million U.S. -use funds must be procured from the
grant equivalent fundS, therefore equaling a total grant equi V8-
lent of $700.7 million, vrhich divided by $951.0 million::: .7368
See not8tions at end of table.
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Appendix A: Table 33. (continued)
Development Loans
million total aid
of whLch 317.7 grant equivalent (80.9%)
and 75.0 exchange equivalent
minus 78.5 U.S.-use funds
equals -3.5
These $3.5 million U.S.-use funds must be procured from the
grant equivalent funds, therefor~ equaling a total grant equi va-
lent of ;p3l)_~.2milHon, wh.ich divided by *392.7 million = .8001.
'1'here is no exchange equivalent for the application of the
shadow exchange ratio.
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Appendix A: Table 35. FISCALYEAR 1960 GR..A..NTELEl1ENT ANDTH.ADDJG
?ACTOHSDATA
Development Loans Approximate average terms are Y-f(;' interest
on both 5 years grace and 30 years m0.tur-
ity.
.Supporting Assistance 10'i; of ocunt.errx...rt funds generated is. ~ a
reserved for U.S.-uses.
other All other I.C.A. funds are valued as lOO':'~
zrant.s ,
l~0.67-;b (see Operations Repor-t.) of I.C.A.
financed c01'lL~.ties (4\Ll-23 million) are
purchased in U.S., plus .Eximbankloans of
,t1-l-O 5.0 million.
Local Currency Loans (102)
1. Development
2. PL Ll-80
665b of Development Loansb :::$Jll-3,860~000
(a ssumed 20,/1 retained for U.S.-use).
Terms are the same as other Development
Loans (50. 51{grant ratio).
1J82il-,000,000, of VIhich U.S.-use funds are
$191,497.600 and recipient country-use funds
are ;~632,502,400. Of country-use funds,
;?275,26S,OOO (43.5'if,) are grants and
$357,237,400 (56.5'S';) are loans. Assumed
average terms are Y-;i{, interest on both 5
years ~race and 2S years maturity (48.0'(
grant ratio).
Eximbank Approxima te avera ge terms are 5.75-:; in ter-
est on 12.5 year ma turi ties and 2%-years
grace.
FL L~80 Parter 7LI-. J is the average percent of PL lteO
collections earmarked for oount.ry-uso ,
Sources: Alexis E. Lachman, The Local Currency Proceeds of Foreign Aid,
O.E.C.D •• Paris, 1969; International Cooperation Ac1n1inistration,
Operations Report, June 30, 1960; Export-Import El.ankof ';Jashin!?ton, R[fPor.!
to the Congress, June 30. 1960; u.s. Department of Agriculture, P.L. 80
Concessional Sales, September, 1970.
ac' 1..... r f 4~ee Lac14man, 'he Local Currencv Proceeds 0 Foreign Aid, p. •
bSee O.E.C.D., The Flow of Financial Resources to Countries in the
Course of Economic Development in 1960, Paris, 1962, p. 16.
cSee Lachman , The Local Currency Proceeds of Foreign Aid, p, 16.
(
Append ix A: 'l'able36. FISCAL YEAR 1960 TltADING FACTOHS AND LOCAL
CUHRENCY GHANII'RATIO CALCULA'I'IONS
gl--Tied Aid
Tied aid consists of (1) $423.0 million (40.67%) of I.C.A.
funds used for domestic commodity purchases) less :j,l,16.0million
(40% of I.C.A. funds vh l.ch is assumed to be the "normal" amount
of exports attributable to an equivalent amount of untied aid)a
plus (2) $1.,05.0million of Eximbank loans wh ich equals ;j)412.0
million. 'luis tied aid divided by $3,405.7 million total aid
equals 12.1 (percent of tied aid).
12.1% x
p - p,Torld U.S.
P dvor L
= .121 x 101.3 - 111 =101.3
.121 x -.0958 = -0.0116
g2--Local Currency Loans


















43.5ib grants (see Appendix A: 'I'ab Le 35)
56.5% reloaned funds (see Appendix A: Table 35)
grant equivalent (1,8.0%)
exchange equivalent
See notations at end of table.
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Appendix A: 'l'able 36. (continued)
The total grant ratio is: ;$395.5million
103.1
64.3
$562.9 divided by?82/_~.0 "" .6831
Development Loans
million total aid
of whi ch 173.7 grant equivalent (50.5%)
and 170.2 exchange equivalent
minus 68.8 U.S.-use funds
equals country-use funds
of wh l ch 43.5% grants (see Appendix A: Table 35)
and 57.3 56.5 reloaned funds (see Appendix A: Table 35)
of vh l ch 28.9 grant equivalent (50.5%)
and exchange equivalent
'l'he total grant ratio is: $173.7 million
1.1.1, .1
28.9
Application of the shadow exchange rate ratio plus depreciation
and waLver of repayments:
(a) Shadmr exchange rate of 0.371 x exchange equivalent per-
.01067
(b) Currency depreciation of 15.4%, raise (a) by




Append ix A: 'l'able 36. (continued)
Appendix A: Tables 34 and 35; Appendix B: Tables I and 2.
aSee page 7.
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Approximate average terms are Jib interest
on both 5 years grace and 30 years ~~turity.
10';0of counterpart fund~ generated is
reserved for U.s.-uses.
All other I.C.A. funds are valued as 1009:
grants.
47.4~0 (see Qperations Re~) of I.C.A.
financed corrrrnodities ($ll-75 million) are
purchased in U.S •• plus Eximbank loans of
:$890.L~ million.
97ft of Deve~opment Loans
b ~ $505,56g.800
(assumed 20>1,retained for U.s.-use) at
same terms as other Development Loans
(54•49; grant ratio).
*724,000,000, of vrhich U.s.-use funds are$367,285,200 and recipient country-usefunds are $356.!714.80~. Of co~ndtry-use
funds, assume ;;>231,864,620C65?) are loans
andp12Lr,850,180 are grants. Assumed aver-age terms are 3% interest on both 5 years
grace and 25 years maturity (51.67£ grant
ratio) •
APproxi~~te average terms are 5~ interest
___ 1on 11.5 year mc~turities and 2T years ~race.
74.3 is the average percent of PL 480collections earw~rked for country-use.
aSee Lachman, ~~ Aid, p, 4.
bCalculation based on information from Cbarles R. Frank, Jr., Debt
and 'ferms of Aid, overseas Development Council, ';Iashin~ton, D.C., 1970:--
p, 8. ----.
cSee Lachman, The Local Curren
c proceeds of ti'oreig
nAid, p. 16.----------_ ...- '
1 deal cula ti on based on dat,a in U.S. Dcpartmen t af A"ri culture, _l',h




Appendix A: rrable 39. FISCAL YEAR 1959 TRADING F'AC'l.'OHAND LOCAL
CUHHENCY GRANT RATIO CALCULATIONS
{J' --rried Aid=>1
'I'Le d aid consists of :$890.1 million of Eximbank loans. 'I'h l s
tied aid divided by :P3,791.7 million total aid equals 23.5
(percent of total aid).
P - Pworld U.S.
PvlOrld =
.235 x 99.0 - 109 =
99.0
.235 x -.1010 = -0.0237
g --Local Currency Loans
2
P.L. 480 Title 1
:P7211.0 million total aid
of which 373.6 grant equivalent ( 51.67b)
and 350.11 exchange equivalent
minus 367.3 U.S.-use funds
equals -16.9
These qJl6.9 million U.S.-use funds must be procured from the
grant equivalent fundE\ therefore equaling a total grant equivalent
of> ;!~356.7million, whi.ch divided by *7211.0 million = .11927.
Development Loans
million total aid
of vh lch 275.0
and 230.6 exchange equivalent
minus 101.1 U.S.-use funds
equals 129.5 country-use funds
no
Appendix A: '.rable 39. (continued)
of vhich 65.0~G grant (see Appendix A: 'I'abLe 36)
and 35.0% reloaned funds (see Appendix A:
of vhich grant equi valent (5Lt .11%)
and 20.7 exchange equivalent
The total grant ratio is: :)\275.0million
81t.2
2l.t .6
$383.8 divided by 0505.6 = .7559
Application of the shadow exchange rate ratio plus depreciation
and vaiver of repayments:
(a) Shado\l exchange rate of 0.371 x exchange equivalent per-
centage of .005h5 (:1,20.7/j;3,791. 7) = .00202
(b) Currency depreciation of 15.1t50, raise (a) by .00031
(c) 1;/aivel' on installments and interest, approximately
50% of (a) = .00101
.00334
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Appendix A: 'I'D.ble IH. FI5CAL YSAR1958 '}FU\I,:T SL:ilm!TfANDTWi.DI1:G





l:.pproximate ~nTera2'e terms are J! interest
on both 5 ye0.rs ~~race and 25 years matur-
ity.
Other
All other 1.C.L funds a.r e vahled as lo(r/
rT8.nts.
Tied fdd (':1' )'1
no procurement restri~tions on I.C.A. funds.
Sximbank loans are~~857.0 mHlion.
Local r;11rrency 1.O.8.ns(:'<2)
J, DeveloD""ent
.' f 1 L T a , ?} }9T' 0 D8'.l"!.O'Jrren
'
, Loans :-" ; .~.~,5'3\). zio
(assumed 20'/ retained for U.S.-11se)o a t.
same terms as other Development Loans
(51. 6;:; [[rant rD.tio) • -
PL 480
,p658,OOo,ooo, of 1Th:i.ch1].3.-u:=.;" f'und s are't:168,L}i-J.8,OOO (25. ) c and recipient. country-
use funds arE' '1;1.1-89,552,000. Of country-usA
funds, assume ·i»1E5,H39.300 (65;{fare loans-
and~l 71,362,700 a.re r~rants. Assmr:ed aver-
t
')cd • t t 't' Car;e errns are J." .i.n eres v on rJO .n .J years
?T8ce and 20 years maturity (l~e.o~:errant
;atio) .
AIYOroximate averu"e terms are ,5'5'; j_nt~rest
on 12.5 year IT.2.turities and 24:- years ;~r!)ce.
PI, L!-SO'-3arter
7!.j.. '3 is the (1vera'I8 percent of PL 1}f-sO col-
lections e~.rmarked for C01JY1trY-1JS8.
all t' b red on information from Charles E.
. Ca cu a 1.on 2. c>
and Terms of Aid. p. 8.~~~:~~~~.----
?rank, Jr., Debt
b h 'rhe Loc_Cl_lCurrency Proceeds of Forei,;n A._i_c1._.,p, lA..•
,see Lac .man, - .- - -
cCalculation 'based on data in U.S. Department of Arric1Jlture,






Appendix A: Table Lt2. FISCAL YEl-\.E1958 TEADING B'ACTORAND LOCALCUEEENCY GRANT W\_TIOCALCUIA'l'IONS
gl--Tiec1 Aiel
TIed aid consists of $857.0 million of Eximbank loans. This
tied aid divided by $3,313.8 million total aid equals 25.9
(percent of tied aid).
Pv10rld - PU.S.
25.9'/0 x P ==vlorld
101.2 - 106
.259 x 101.2 ==





of wh i ch 315.8








65% grants (see Appendix A:
'fable )_~l)
and 60.8






The total grant ratio is: ;i'315.8million113.0
29~
$h58.0 divided by $658.0 == .6960










65%grants (see Appendix A: 'I'abLe )+1)




12.5 grant equivalent (51.6%)
and
11.8 exchange equivalent
The total grant ratiO is: $126.245.1
12.5
$183.8 divided by $244.5 = .7517
Application of the shadov1exchange rate ratio plus depreciation
and v18ivel' of repayments:
(a) ShadO"I{exchange rate of 0.371 x exchanu;e equivalent per-
centage of .01309 ($)t3.
L,a/$3,313.8):::
(b) c~renCY depreciation of 15.4%, raise (n) by





Sources: Appendix A: Tables If0 and If1; Appendix B: '1'ables1 and 2.
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Tied Aid «(;1 )'1





~evelopmen! Assist-::nc? an(; par-t. of Defense
Support :::::;> 332.7 mJ.IlJ.on. Averar,;e approx-
imate ter!11Sare 3fo interest on both 5 years
~~race and 25 years maturity.
All other I.C.A. funds are va'Lued as 100;1,
r-rants.
Fo procurement restrictions on 1.C.A.
Eximbank loans :::::~1,o67.l~million.
funds.
Virtually 100;;; of J.oans ::::'.~332• 7 million
(assume 20';; retained for U.5.-U50).a The
terms equal a 51.6';s f!,rant ratio.
';;908,000,000, of 1'rhich U.S. -use f~ds are
assumed to be :;;2J2.L~48,000 (25.6~!') and
recipient country-use funds are
:p675,552,OOO. Of country-us15 funds,
:1)/1-39,108,800 are loans (65n and
:;;236.L~l}J.200 are grants. Assumed averal~e
terms are J:,t interest on both 5 years '
grace and 20 years maturity (L~8.O:G a:rant
ratio).
Approximate average terms are 5~!.interest
on 17.5 year maturities and 2-; years g;race.
7l~.3 is the avera'!e percent of PL 480
collections earmarked for country-use.
Sources: Alexis E. Lach~2n, The Local Currency Proceeds of Forei~n Aid,
O.E.C.D., PariS, 1969: Ex ort-Import p,ank of ',{ashington. Report t:9 the-
Congress, June 30, 1957, Part iI, p. 128: U.3. Department of Agriculture,
P.L. /r80 Concessional Sales, September, 1970.--~~~~~~~~-----~
a
Soe
Lachman, The Local Currency Proceeds of Foreign Aid, p. 16.
bCalculation based on data in U.S. Department of A(,:riculture,
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Appendix A: Table 1~5. FISCAL YEAR 1957 TllADING FACTOR AND LOCAL
CURRENCY GAANT AATIO CALCULATIONS
gl--Tied Aid
Tied aid consists of ;j)1,067.L,million of Eximbank loans. '1'his
tied aid divided by *1,,256.1 million total aid equals 25.1






.251 x 103.0 - 107
103.0 ==
.251 x -.0388 = -0.0097
g --Local Currency Loans







minus 232.4 U.s.-use funds
equals 239.8 country-use funds
of vlhich 155.9 65% grants
(see Appendix A: Table i,ll)
and 83.9 35% reloaned funds
(see Appendix A: 'l'able1,1,)




The total grant ratio is: $h35.8155·91,0.3.
$632•0 divided by $908.0 = .6960
118
Appendix A: Table L.5. (continued)
Development Loans
$332.7 million total aid




minus 66.5 U.S.-use funds
equals country-use funds
of which 65)'0 grants (see Appendix A: 'I'able 1.1.)





'I'he total grant ratio is: $171. 7
61.L+
17.1
$250.2 divided by $332.7 = .7520
Application of the shadow exchange rate ratio plus depreciation
and waiver of repayments:
(a) Shadow exchange rate of 0.371 x exchange equivalent per-
centage of 0.011.00 (:)'59.6a/$4,256.1) = .00519
(b) Currency depreciation of 15.L+%, raise (D) by .00079
(c) 1daiVel' on installments and interest, approximately




Sources: Appendix A: Tables 1.3 and l.l.; Appendix B: 'l'ables 1 and 2.
8$43.6 million plus $16.0 million.
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Appendix A: Table Ll-7. FISCAL YF.1\R 1956 GR.AlIT ELEI'1ENTAND rrPJtDIl'JG
FACTORSDATA
Development Loans Development Assis~~nce and I~rt of Defense
Support ::: '~210.8 million. Approxjmate
av~rage terms are 3js interest on both 3
years grace and 25 years maturity.
Other All other I.C.A. funds are valued as lOO}::
grants.
No procurement restrictions on I. C.A. f'unds ,
Zximb2.nkloans are $2311-.6million.
Local Currency Loans (g2)
1. Development
PL II-SOBarter 74.3 is the avera.ge percent of PL il-80
collections earmarked for country-use.
2. PL 480
96{, of Development Loansa =.: ';;202.37 million
(a'ssume 20J?; r~tained for U.S.-use)b at same
terms as other Development Loans (L}9.0;L
grant ratio).
$11-39,000.000, of wrn.ch U.S.-use f'und s
are assumed to be '/>112,384,000 (25.6,;Oc
and recipient country-use funds are
$326,616,000. Of country-use funds,
$212,300,ltOO are loans (65'/-)c and
:n14,315,600 are grants. Assumed average
terms are :3;t interest on both :3 years
grace and 20 years maturity (45.1";£ grant
ratio) •
Eximbank Approximate average terms are 5'::(,interest
on 14 year maturities and 2 years grace.
Sources: Alexis E. Lachman, The Local Currency Proceeds of Foreign Aid,
O.E.C.D., Paris, 1969; 0port-Import 2ank of Uashington, Report to the
Congress, June 30, 1956, Part II, p. 128; u.s, Department of Agriculture,
P.L. 480 Concessiona1 Sales, September, 1970. -
aSee O.E.C.D., The Flo,", of Financial Resources to Developinf'"
Countries in 1961, Paris, 1963, p. 71.
bSee Lachman. The Local Currency Proceeds of Foreign Aid, p. 16.
cCalculation h~sed on data in U.S. Department of A~riculture,
P.L. 480 Concessiona1 Sales, Table 2, p, 32.
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Appendix A: 'rable L18. FISCAL YEAR1956 TRADINGFACTORANDLOCAL
CUHHENCYG1~NTM'rIO CALCUIATIONS
'I'Led aid consists of ;p234.6 million of Eximbank loans. This
tied aid dl v'ld ed by ;~2,686.2 million total aid equals 8.7






.087 x - .0328 = -0.0029
g2--Local Currency Loans
P.L. 480 Title 1
of which
$439.0 million total aid
198.0 grant equivalent (45.1~b)
and 241.0 exchange equivalent
minus 112. Lt U.S. -use funds
equals 128.6 country-use funds
of vh Lch 65% grants (see Appendix A: 'fable 47)
35% reloaned funds (see Appendix A: 'I'ab Le 1n)
grant equivalent (45.1%)
and
of vh l ch 20.3
and exchange equivalent
The total grant ratio is: ;~198.0 million
83.6
20 •.3
$301.9 divided by $439.0 = .6877
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Appendix A: Table Lt8. (continued)
Development Loans
million t.ot aL aid
of which 99.2
and 103.2 exchange equivalent
minus U.S.-use funds
equals country-use funds




35% reloaned flmds (see Appendix A: 'I'abI,e 47)and
grant equivalent (49.0%)
and 11.2 exchange equivalent
The total grant ratio is: ~f99.2 million
40.8
10.7
$150.7 divided by $202.4 = .7446
Application of the shadow exchange rate ratio plus depreciation
and "Haiver of repayments:
(a) Shadml exchange rate of 0.371 x exchange equivalent per-
.004')5
(b) Currency depreciation of 15.4%, rais~ (8) by .00076




Sources: Appendix A: 'Tables 11-6 and 1f7; Appendix B: 'fables 1 and 2.
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:$209.5 million of Development Assist-'lnce
at approximate average terms of )7~ inter-
est on both :3 years grace and 25 years
maturity.
All other I.C.A. funds are valued as 100~
grants. .
No procurement restrictions on 1.C.A.
funds. Eximbank loans are $631.5
million.
Assume 100;6 of loans (assume 20;0 retained
for U.s.-use).a The terms c--qua.1a L~9.0~,
grant ratio.
$7),000,000, of ',hich U.s.-use funds are
assUl'1ledto be :~18.688.000 (25.6'%) band
recipient country-use funds are $54,)12,000.
Of country-use funds, $35,302,800 are loans
(651~)band $19,009,200 are grants. Assumed
average terms are :3~ interest on both 3
years grace and 20 year w.aturities (45.170
grant ratio) e
Approximate average terms are 4.755t inter-
est on 13 year maturities and :3 years
grace.
7Lt.:3 is the average percent of PL 480
collections earmarked for c01mtry-use.
Sources: Alexis E. Lach~'ln, The Local Currency Proceeds of Foreign Aid,
O.E.C.D., Paris, 1969; Ex ort-Im ort Bank of\rIashington Report to the
Congress, June 30, 1955, Part II, p. 128; U.S. Department of Agriculture,
P.L. [t80 Concessiona1 Sales, September, 1970.
a
See
Lachman, The Local Currency Proceeds of Forei~ Aid, p. 16._- -
bCalculation based on data in U.S. De~'lrtment of Agriculture,




Appendix A: 'I'abLe 51. FISCAL YE,L\.H1955 TI\ADINGFAC'I'OHAND LOCAL
CURHENCYGRANr RATIO CALCULA'I'IONS
gl --fried Aid
Tied aid consists of $631. 5 million of Eximbank loans. 'I'h i s
tied aid divided by :(;2,221,.3 million total aid equals 28.11
(percent of tied aid).
Pwor ld - PU. S•
28.!t% x =
97.0 - 100
.28LI x 97.0 =
.28l, X - .0309 = -0.0088
g --Local Currency Loans
2
P.L. !t80 Title 1
$73.0 million total aid
of which grant equivalent (1,5.150)
and 1,0.1 exchange equivalent
minus 18.7 u.s. -use funds
equals country-use funds
of whLch 13.9 65~bgrants (see Appendix A: 'I'abLe 50)
and 7.5 35% reloaned funds (see Appendix A: Table 50)
grant equivalent (!t5.1%)of which
and h.l exchange equivalent
The total grant ratio is: ;~32.9 million
13.9
_B
;~50.2 divided by ;1>73.0= .6077
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Appendix A: Table 51. (continued)
£_evelopment Loans
million total aid
of which 102.7 grant equivalent (Lt9.
0J0)
and 106.8 exchange equivalent
minus 41.9 u.s.-use funds
equals 6lt.9 country-use funds
of vht ch Lt2.2
65% grants (see Appendix A: Table 50)
35% reloaned funds (see Appendix A: Table 50)
and 22.7
of which
11.1 grant equivalent (Lt9.0%)
and
11.6 exchange equivalent
1be total grant ratio is: $102.7 million
Lt2.2
11.1
$156•0 divided by ~209.5 = .7446
Application of the shadow exchange rate ratio ~lus depreciation
and "aiver of repayments:
(a) Shadmr exchange rate of 0.371 x exchange equivalent per-
.00261
(b) Currency depreciation of 15.4%, raise (a) by .000LtO
(c) vlaivel' on installments and interest, approximately
.00131
50% of (a) =
'rotal g2
.00Lt32
Sources: Appendix A: Tables 49 and 50; Appendix B: 'l'ables1 and 2.
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Appendix A: Table 53. FISCALYEAH 199~ GRANT E'LEl'IENT ANDTH.ADlNG
FACTORS DA'N\
Development Loans ;$100.0 million of Development Assistance
at approxirnate average terms of 3c{ inter-
est on both 3 years grace and 20 years
maturity.
Other All other ?O.A. a f'und s are valued as 100:'';'
grants.
No procurement restrictions on F.O.A. funds.
Eximbank loans are i-;250.11- million.
Local Currency Loans (q2)
Development Assume 100~{, of loans (assume 20t;! retained
for U.S.-use)b are local currency. The
terms equal a [1-5.1'/, grant ratio.
Eximbank Approximate average terms are lVi, interest
on 18.5 year maturities and 3-~ years rrrace.
Sources: Alexis E. Lachman, The Local Currency Proceeds of For-e i.zn 1~2:.9c,
(J.E.C.D., Paris, 1969; Export-Import rank of dashing ton. Heport to the
Cong~~, June 30, 1991-, Part II, p. 12f~
ar.'oreign Operations Administration.
bSee Lachman, The Local Currency Proceeds of F'oreir:::nAid, P. 16.
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Appendix A: Table 5L}. FISCAL YEAR 195L} 'rEADINGFACTORANDLOCAL
CUHHENCYGl\AN1'RA.TIOCALCULATIONS
gl --'ried Aid
'I'ied aid consists of :j;250.Llmillion of Eximbank loans. 'I'h i.s
tied aid divided by $1,466.0 million total aid equals 17.1




97.3 - 99.171 x 97.3
.171 x -.0175 = -0.0030
g --Local Currency Loans
2
Development Loans
$100.0 million total aid
of wh i.ch grant equivalent (45.150)
and exchange equivalent
minus 20.0 U.S.-use funds
equals country-use funds
of vrhich 65% grants (see Appendix A: 'I'abLe 53)
and 12.2 35% reloaned funds (see Appendix A: Table ')3)
grant equivalent (lf5.1'iO
and exchange equivalent
'I'he total grant ratio is: :i>Lf5.1million
22.7
____hl
$73.3 divided by ~100.0 = .7330
Application of the shad 0'11 exchange rate ratio plus depreci8tl.on
and Haiver of repayments:
Appendix A: 'I'able 5Lf. (continued)
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(a) Shadow exchange rate of 0.371 x exchange equivalent per-
centage of 0.001f57 (;j;6.7/~pl,lt66.0) ""
(b) Currency depreciation of 15.4%, raise (a) by
(c) vJaivel' on installments and interest, approximately
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Arrcend'ix /'c: Table:6. FISCAL YEAH 1953 GR}\.l)T ELEi'I'EJIT A~\m TFU,DING
FACTO::tSDATA
-------_._-------------
Development Loans ii16.L~ million of Development Assistance at
a ppr-oximate 2.vera rr,e terms 0 f J4 in tere st
on oath 3 years Ffrace and 20 year maturities.
other All other :i'.O.tt.a funds 2.1'8 valued a s 100.'1
~rants.
'P'i Ar' ,r, J' d (Cf )-. ~.1 ,. "1 Fa procurement restrictions on "'.O.A. f'und s ,
Eximban1c: loans are~ 571.1 Y"illion.
Local Currency Loans ( "?)
Development Assume lO(Y< of Loans (2.ssurne ?J)~. retained
for U.3.-use)b are lo~al currency. The
terms 8'111,'11 a 4'5.1' "rn.nt rD.t:io.
t\pproJ,:.-j_rnrlt~ Q~J0,r2J~e ter!:1S ar e LV:/ jn-t,erest
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Tied aid consists of :P571.1 million of Eximbank loans. 'l'his
tied aid divided by ;~2,37)+.9 million total aid equals 21.1.0
(percent of tied aid).
:= 4 100.0 - 100.2 0 x 100 -
.240 x - -- :=




of whI ch grant equivalent (1.15.1~(,)







of Vlhich 65% grants (see Appendix A; 'I'ab Le 56)
and 2.0 35~£ reloaned funds (see Appendix A; 'l'able 56)
of wh I ch grant equivalent (115.1~£)
and 1.1 exchange equivalent
The total grant ratio is: $ 7.4 million
3.7
~
$12.0 divided by $16.~ := .7317
Application of the s ha dow exchange r at.e rat.Lo plus depreciation
and ivai ver of repayments:
Appendix A: Table 57. (continued)
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(a) Shadol! exchange rate of 0.371 x exchange equivalent per-
centage of 0.0001~6 (;~1.1/;p2,371~.9) :::
(b) Currency depreciation of 15.4%, raise (a) by
(c) vlai vel' on installments and interest, approximately






Sources: Appendix 11.: Tables 55 and 56j Appendix B: 'l'ables1 and 2.
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Appendix B: INDEXCOEPUTATIONS
Twoindices are required in the trading factor analysis: one
to measure the relationship of United States versus world mr~rket
export prices and the other to reflect the difference bet-reen official
ver-sus market currency exchange rates. The former is used in the aid
tying calculations to indicate the loss of exports had aid been offered
on an untied ba s'is , "hile the latter is utilized in shadow exchange
rate calculations for local currency loans.
2. S._ versus':lorld Export tric~.1ndex--gl
The index figures in Appendix B: Table 1, vrhich represent the
value of U.S. export prices, are assumed to reflect a "basket of goods"
commoditymix similar to actual aid-financed domestic cow~odity expendi-
tures. The United Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, Canada, and Japan
are assumed to represent the bulk of the countries vlhich could effec-
tively compete vnth the United States for these commodityexpenditures.
In Table 1 the U.S. export price index is compar-ed,.;j_ th the avera ge
price index of the competing countries and the percent difference
shovm. This percen~~ge reflects the loss of exports attributable to
foreign aid due to the price differential had aid been offered untied.l
\fuile this procedure measures the percent change in the export
price index of the U.S. versus the "vlOrldmarket, II the magnitude of this
percent change does not indicate the true wor-Ldmarket price of the
exports (e.g., if Country A and Country B sell a cOrl1~odityat~lO and
:~20 per unit, respectively, a 50';<'0 price increase by Country A and a
10'{ price increase by Country B ,·nll still leave Country A 'inth a price
adva;tage). An index including the actual yearly mix of foreign aid
~Joi"~""'~'~::"~_':-=-::::-=-__ ----------'----------"-
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Officia~~~s Harket Curren~y Exchange F!::tte~--g2
Due to linLi.ted availability of da ta , three countries, India,
Pakistan, and 3razil, are used in the calculation of the shadow exchange
L~.ln
Pakist.-'ln =: 8:% =: 0.52 J at 0.110
rate index. These countries represent appr-ox'ima'teLy 65';0of the 1954-
1969 P.L. l~80 sales and approximately 47%of other local currency sales
du.ring this period. The VJeighting of these countries, 't,hich reflects
the floH of financial resources in both categories, are: India 65~£,
Pakistan 216£,. and Brazil 1.4";£. The index calculated in Table 2 is
assumed to approximate the data for the remaining countries receiving
local currency loans. The exchange rate for each year is the rate as
of Ju.ne 30.
To calculate the index, the average local currency units per
u.s. do'LLar' from Table 2 are utilized in the f'o'l.Lowi.ng manner-s
India =: 5.26 =: 0 696 t'7.5b .'. a 65'jsvreightinr~ =:
3razil =: 75.76 =: 0.477 at lllf§_'YTeighting=:158.73
lOOI~ 0.629
0.629 reflects the Inarket value of local currency repayments,
wlri.Leits complement (1 - 0.629). 0.371, indicates the grant proportion
vJhich is to be utilized in the shadow exchange rate caLcul.aHons for
trading factor g2'
---~-,-------------------------------------..--------- ...-
commodities "ri th U.S. versus wor-Ldmarket prices for each commodity
1-1as not used due to a Lack of available data , Howovor-, the index
fir;ures in Table 1 do reflect the relative change in the competitive-
ness of U.S. versus vror-Ld export commodities.
A endix B: Table 1. EXPOH'l'TRADE INDEX: 1953 = 100
Countr 1 1957 1 8
Unjted States 100 99 100 10L~ 107 106
United Kingdom 100 99 101 105 no 109
France 100 94 95 99 101 97
Germany 100 98 98 101 103 103
Italy 100 99 98 102 102 101
Canada 100 98 99 103 105 103 I
Japan 100 96 91 9L~ 97 sL~
~
'I'o't.aL Non-U. S. Index 600 584 582 601~ 618 607
Average Non-U.S. Index 100 97.3 97.0 100.7 103.0 101.2
(p - P ) + p - .0175 - .0309 _ .0328 - .0388 - .OLt7L•
wor-Ld u.S. wor Ld
Sou:rces: United Nations Statistical Yearbook 1959, Eleventh Issue, Nevl
York, 1960; United Nations statistical Yearbook 1 65, Seventeenth Issue,
Ne\{ York, 19 ; _United Nations Statistical Yearbook 1969, rrwenty-first
Issue, New York, 1970.
( , ( (
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lC61
102 111 112 112 112 ~120 123 12r[ 1:32
=: =~
109 111 112 l11t 117 119 3.22 129 129 122 125
89 94 91+ 9Lt 95 3.00 103 102 101t 10598
103 105 110 111 110 111 3.3.3 1111
111t 112 11)1
9Lt 97 93 90 95 98 96 9)1 911 91 N.A.
105 105 100 97 97 3.00 103
106 111 11598
9Ll 96 92 89 88 87 B6
811 87 88 92
59lt 608 601 595 602 611 617 627 632 628 551
99.0 101.3 100.2 99.2 100.3 101.8 l02.8
104.5 105.3 104.7 110.2
-.1010 - .095B - .1178 _ .1290 _ .1167 - .1002 3.3Bl - .11183 - .1681 - .2130... ' - .197F3
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u.s. Dollar 5.26 7.56
30'Jrce: as enine pri ce 5 for bank tran 5fers in tM U.S. for ". ymen+,,"
l:lbroad.
bIlTarketprices for foreir:nbanknotes•
CSin co July 6. 19',8. tho 0 fficinl ",~chan re r.to "os 5.i'" 5'>1
cents per cruzeiro. On ?ebruary 1). 1967. neW cr'}zoiros ,·,ore issue"
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